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FLYERS IN MAINE RUNNING MAGAZINE Where can I pick up a copy of Maine Running?
Do you want to reach a great many 
runners without a great deal of hassle? 
Why not put your race application in 
Maine Running Magazine. Here’s all you 
do:
Send us 900 flyers by the 10th of 
the month prior to the issue you want 
your flyer to appear in and a check 
for $15. If the statement "Complete 
Results Will Be Published In Maine 
Running Magazine" appears on the 
flyer only send $12. Or...send us
one photo ready copy of your flyer 
and $50 and we’ll print it for ya.
ADVERTISING RATES IN MAINE RUNNING
If anyone ever asks you where they too can 
get a copy of Maine Running Magazine, st« 
them to one of the following stores:
♦OLYMPIA SPORT IN SOUTH PORTLAND
♦THE GOOD SPORTS IN BRUNSWICK
♦THE ATHLETIC ATTICS 
♦BANGOR MALL
♦AUBURN MALL c
♦PETER WEBBER IN WATERVILLE
e
♦HASKELL & CORTHELL IN CAMDEN
The advertising rates in Maine 
Running are down-right incredible.
*JAMES BAILEY CO. IN PORTLAND
♦GOLDSMITH’S SPORTING GOODS
a full page $50 a month; $500 per year 
half page $30 a month; $300 per year 
% page $17.50 a month; $175 per year
There are special rates for 3 month;
6 month and mixed packages as well. 
Professional lay-out rates are extra.
^^hronomix
The only way to handle large race fields. 
$50 per race
♦OLD TOWN 
♦ROCKLAND 
♦PRESQUE ISLE 
♦BANGOR
♦AUBURN
♦HASKELL'S SPORTING GOODS IN BAR HARBOR
♦WILLEY'S IN ELLSWORTH
♦LIFE SPORTS OF ELLSWORTH
♦PUTNAM SPORTS IN PORTSMOUTH^ N.H.
All you need to 
page along with
HOW DO I SUBSCRIBE TO MR?
do is send the bottom part of this page to the address on the title 
a check for $15 and we'll send you the magazine for a year.
Name: _________________________________ __
Addr e s s: _ ______________________________________
___________________ Zip___________
Make checks payable to
MAINEl in?
P.O. Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429
'fit
Perhaps no one exemplifies long distance 
running as does this month’s cover runner, 
Gerry Clapper of Bucksport. For the past 
eight years he has been pounding out vic-
tories on the sinder tracks, on the indoor 
boards, on the cross country trails, and 
now on the roads. After this last winter 
of eligibility (indoors for Maine) the 
road race circuit had better watch out! 
Here he’s besting Peter Millard and the 
rest of the field at the second annual 
Schoodic Point 15K. Gerry made it look 
easy.
I hope thinks will go that easy for 
the Maine Association of the Athletic 
Congress as they start their first for-
mal cross country program this month.
I’ve let Frank Glynn, Steve Viatones 
(who is a personal friend as well as 
a great friend to the Maine running 
and race walking community) and Steve 
Sherlock slug it out one last time in 
this issue. After this, the hatchet 
will be considered buried and we will 
get on with the serious business of 
providing the best possible cross 
country program for the citizens of 
Maine. You all owe it to yourselves,
aand the sport to get out and support 
the Associaition’s attempts to provide 
a quality program.
I hope to see you all at the 4th 
annual Benjamin’s 10,000 Meter Race 
on the second. It should be as ex-
citing as last years if not more so.
1 hate to talk shop but...please ob-
serve the new deadline for material,
(the 10th of the month) and the number 
of flyers we need (900). The magazine 
is growing and I want to be able to 
get it to you a little sooner in the 
future.
OCTOBER AND NOVEMBER CALENDAR 2-3
There’s something here for everyone. 
Bike races, canoe races, bike tours, 
cross country meets galore, and some 
of the best 10k’s of the season. All 
this and the Casco Bay Marathon to 
boot.
AND THE BEEF GOES ON 5-7
Frank, Steve and Steve go around 
and around and I hope come out fighting 
for the same cause - the promotion 
of youth cross country on the state, 
regional and national level. The 
winner - the kids!
AND IN THE REST OF THE WORLD... 8-9
Bill Peabody’s back and yes we 
missed him.
PEDDIE’S RECORD RUN AT BRUNSWICK 10-11
Bill Peabody and John Moncure com-
bine to bring us the fastest 10 miles 
ever run in state by a Mainer. 50 
flat at the Good Sports!
THE LAST ANNUAL ROWDY ULTIMATE
ULTIMATUM 24-48 HOUR RUN 12-13
They’re either going to run out of 
unusual names for their races, or the 
Rowdies will run out of people who can 
run 1,000 miles over a holiday weekend! 
This is getting ridiculous. Who can 
stay awake 48 hours, let alone run 
for that length of time.
MAINE TRACK CLUC NEWS 14
Herb Strom is the only club 
correspondent we heard from this 
month. Maybe a bear got Nerdlie 
and Duane.
I hate to throw cold water on your 
summer, but it’s time to start thinking 
about those 1984 race dates.
Editor: Robert Booker 
PO Box 259
E. Holden, Me. 04429
THE PACK 15 on
Lots of results. Pay particular 
attention to the marathon turned in 
by Peter Millard at Kingfield. Maybe 
more next month.
Maine Running is published monthly
12
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16 TAC
1983 PENOBSCOT RIVER CANOE RACE. 10:00 a.m. in Old Town. Contact:
Old Town Canoe Co., 58 Middle St., Old Town, Me. 04468.
BICYCLE TOUR OF MT. DESERT. 10:00 a.m. at the visitors Center in
Acadia National Park. Bring lunch. Contact: Ruth Riopell (582-
4578) or Jim Smith (377-8093) of the Penobscot Wheelmen.
FOURTH ANNUAL BENJAMIN'S 10,000 METER ROAD RACE. New England’s fastest 
10,000 meters! Come and be part of Maine's premier running event! Or 
watch the exciting rematch between Boston Marathon winner Greg Meyer 
and Maine's pride, Bruce Bickford. 12 noon from the Abraham Lincoln 
School on Forest Ave. in Bangor. See the flyer in the September or 
August issues.
THE GREAT AMERICAN DREAM. 10 a.m. in the square at Old Orchard Beach.
See flyer in September issue of MR or contact: Dick Roberge, 110
Union Ave., 00B, Me. 04064 I
PEN-BAY TRADE WINDS CLASSIC. 10 a.m. from Main St. in Rockland.
See flyer in September issue of MR or contact: Sterling LeBlanc,
14 Melrose Circle, Rockland, Maine 04841
QUAKER HILL CHALLENGE 10K X-C/ROAD RACE. 9 a.m. from Unity College.
See flyer in September issue of MR or contact: Ed Raiola 948-3131
Ext 220.
HARBOR HOUSE 1983 FALL FOLIAGE RUN. 1 p.m. start from Harbor House
in Southwest Harbor. Same statement as above about the flyer. (I’m
getting tired of typing it, but I love those flyers) or contact:
Harbor House Community Recreation Center, Southwest Harbor, Me. 04679
3RD ANNUAL LINCOLN FALL CLASSIC. 3 p.m. start from Mattanawcook Jr.
High in Lincoln. Quess where you can get a flyer? (see above) or
contact: Mike Salvato, Mattanawcook J.H.S., Lincoln, Me. 04457
ST. JOSEPH’S COLLEGE 3 MILE XC. 10 a.m. in North Windham. Contact:
Brian Gillespie, St. Joe’s College, North Windham, Me. 04062
THE FIRST TAC XC MEET OF THE YEAR. 2 p.m. at Cape Elizabeth Middle
School. Age group and open. Contact: Keith Weatherbie 799-6256
SADDLE SORE. 2 p.m. 18 mile bicycle race from Belfast Area High
School. Register between 12:30 and 1:30 or in advance. Contact:
Waldo County YMCA
FARMINGTON ELKS # 2430 COLUMBUS DAY 5K ROAD RACE. 10:30 from
Farmington Elks Lodge. See flyer in Sep issue or contact: Farm-
ington Elks Lodge, School St., W. Farmington, Me. 04992
CH & CS 4TH ANNUAL AUTUMN RUN. 2 p.m. from SeDoMoCha Jr. High
School, Harrison Ave., Dover-Foxcroft. 3 mile course. $3 if you’re
over 14; $2 if you’re under 15: Contact: C.H. & C.S. AUTUMN RUN,
14 Summer St., Dover-Foxcroft, Me. 04426
ST. JOSEPH HOSPITAL FALL RUN. 10 a.m. from St. Joe’s in Bangor.
See flyer in Sep issue or contact: St. Joe’s Fall Run, 297 Center
St., Bangor, Me. 04401
6TH ANNUAL CASCO BAY MARATHON. 8:30 a.m. from the Portland Expo.
See flyer you know where or contact: P.0. Box 3172, Portland, Me.
04104. I hope to see you there!
FAREWELL TO 1983 RIDE. Bring a lunch. Sponsored by Penobscot
Wheelmen. Contact: Larry Poulin at 623-1166
THE SECOND TAC XC MEET OF THE YEAR. 2 p.m. at Scarborough High.
Contact: Ron Kelly at 883-2747
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22 ELLSWORTH 10K AUTUMN RUN. 11 a.m. from Willey’s on High St. 
See flyer in September issue or contact: Sheldon Booze,
Down East YMCA, Box 512, Ellsworth, Me. 04605 667-5647
*23* GREAT PUMPKIN 10K. 1^ mile fun run as well. Contact: Bob
LaNigra or Steve Mooney, 54 Scammon St., Saco, Me. 04072
23 TAC THE THIRD TAC XC MEET OF THE YEAR. 2 p.m. from Lewiston High
Contact: John Sinclair at 786-3375
29 SPRING EAGLE RUN. 10 a.m. from Maine Maritime Academy in Castine
5K. Contact: NROTC, MMA, Castine, Me. 04421
29 FALL FOLIAGE FOOTRACE. 10 a.m. at the Augusta Civic Center. 10K 
and 2 mile fun run. See Flyer.
30 TAC THE FOURTH TAC XC MEET OF THE YEAR. 2 p.m. from Oak Hill High
in Sabbatus. Contact: Roland Trottier at 353-8857
6
30 TAC THE FOURTH (OR FIFTH) TAC XC MEET OF THE YEAR. 2 p.m. from 
Ellsworth High. Contact: James Newett at 667-4363
e
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13
13
20
24
26
2ND ANNUAL HALLOWEEN CLASSIC 3 MILE. 11 a.m. from St. Joe’s 
College in North Windham. Must wear a mask or costume. Many 
prizes. Contact: Ziggy Gillespie, St. Joe’s College, North 
Windham, Me. 04062
*13*
THE SIXTH TAC XC MEET OF THE YEAR. 2 p.m. at Val Halla Golf 
Course in Cumberland. Contact: Lou Lambert at 829-6253
WISCASSET VETERANS MEMORIAL ROAD RACE. 1 mile xc run for youngsters 
1 p.m. from Wiscasset High. See Flyer.
FALMOUTH LIONS 5.3. Contact: Jerry Caruso
VETERANS DAY ROAD RACES. Half marathon and 5K. Hodgkins School 
Augusta. Contact: Greg Nelson MRR Event.
STATE TAC CROSS COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS. Age group and open. 11 a.m. 
from Scarborough High School. Contact: Ron Kelly 883-2747 Should 
be a great race. Come run or watch.
THE ROWDY ULTRA. A 50 Mile Race. 7:00 a.m. at Sargent Gym on the 
Bowdoin College campus. 4 mile loop many, many times! $10.00 
Contact: Gary Cochrane, 30 Cumberland St., Brunswick, Me. 04011
5 MILE ELEPHANT RUN. 1 p.m. from the S.M.V.T.I. Gym in So. Portland. 
See Flyer.
FIFTH ANNUAL SEMPER FIVE. Noon from Marine Corps Reserve Training 
Center, Naval Air Station Annex, Topsham, Maine See Flyer
CAPE ELIZABETH TURKEY TROT. 5.8 miles at Cape Elizabeth Middle 
School. Contact: Werner Pobatschnig 774-2216
GASPING GOBBLER ROAD RACE. Certified 10K and 2 mile at Augusta 
Civic Center. See Flyer.
THANKSGIVING HOLIDAY CLASSIC. 11 a.m. from Portland Expo. $2 
pre; $3 post. 4 miler Contact: George Towle, 17 Thomas St., 
Portland, Me. 04102 or call 773-8634
a
NOTE: Sometimes we miss a race in the calendar. Check the flyers closely.
Watch for the TAC regional meet in Massachucetts. Probably the third 
Saturday in November.
AND THE BEEF GOES ON. . .
raSsi
If you want
Bob:
fluileSe
Union
Attachment #1 is intended to correct some of the 
statements made by Steve Vaitones as well as to 
provide a little more information for your read-
ers so that they will better understand the AAU 
and TAC.
I feel strongly that you owe it to us to run 
this article in your October issue.
Incidentally I am also attaching a copy of the 
lengthy letter which I sent to Steve. He tells 
me that he will send you an article correcting 
his original statements. He tells me, and I be-
lieve him, that he was completely misinformed about 
the strength of the AAU in the Region //I area and in
New Jersey, in particular. He just listened to the 
wrong people and didn’t bother to check on the truth of 
their statements.
called and apologized - be my guest.
to add a note to my "Maine Running" article, advising that Steve
*
I sent you a copy of the letter which Ron and I sent to all Clubs and coaches who had been involved in the AAU X-C 
program over the past 10 years.
You should have a pretty good picture of the whole thing now.
ATTACHMENT ,'H
The September 1983 issue of "Maine Running" contained an article titled "Who Runs Running In Maine?" It was written 
by Steve Vaitones, an official of the New England Association of The Athletics Congress (TAC). The New England As-
sociation has jurisdiction over TAC activities in Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island.
Although Vaitones's description of the problems that are besetting Maine's TAC are quite accurate, many of his 
comments about the AAU are far from the truth. We would appreciate the opportunity to set the record straight.
Vaitones is correct in his statement that the Amateur Sports Act of 1978 required that all Olympic sports were to 
have their own governing body by the end of 1980. Prior to that time the AAU administered all sports conducted 
in the Olympics plus a number of other sports which were not a part of the Olympics. It is true that some sports 
were getting the short end of the bureaucratic stick. This, however, was not the fault of the AAU. It was caused 
by a lack of participation at meetings by people representing most sports. Here in Maine, track and field and 
cross country were always strongly represented at monthly meetings. Most other sports were seldom represented 
at meetings and some sports were never represented. It was only natural that most AAU activity was centered in 
the track and field and cross country programs. Nobody in attendance at meetings knew what the other sports 
needed and there was seldom anyone available to represent them.
Vaitones states in his article that the AAU "was required by Congress to break up". Actually Congress attempted 
to appoint, or have appointed, an organization that would accept jurisdiction for each of the Olympic sports.
This was not completely possible and the AAU is still the national governing body for a number of sports. TAC is 
the national governing body for athletics which embodies track and field, cross country and road racing.
Steve's article reads "Only Maine and New Jersey have AAU programs in the northeast in 1983 and New Jersey plans 
to fold in 1984". This is completely false and it does not seem possible that Steve is not aware of that fact.
There have been seven Associations in Region //I of the AAU since the last Regional alignment in 1971. When TAC 
was formed three years ago, they adopted the same format. The associations are Adirondack, Niagara and Metropol-
itan in New York, Maine, New England, Connecticut and New Jersey. Each of these associations has an active pro-
gram which is on-going in a number of different sports under the AAU banner. Each of these associations was 
represented by boys and girls at the recently completed National Junior Olympics at Notre Dame University, which 
incidently was the biggest and best Junior Olympic meet ever held with over 4,000 participants.
The Region //I qualifying meet for the National Championships was held at Scarboro, Maine. I do not have the 
record of the number of participants who competed from each of the Region #1
record of the number who qualified to advance to the Nationals at Notre Dame, 
much greater as they all did not qualify. The Niagara Association qualified 
The Metropolitan Association qualified 29 individuals and 4 relay
teams. New Jersey Association qualified 25 individuals and 
three relay teams. Even the New England Association 
(Steve Vaitones’s own association) qualified 14 
individuals and a relay team.
I contacted Ray Hoagland, the AAU Region 
-71 Director when I read that New Jersey 
was going out of the picture at the end 
of this year. He was very surprised 
as he had just attended a meeting 
the week when the lease for the AAU 
office was formally renewed for a 
three year period. He assured me 
that the New Jersey Association 
is strong and healthy and ad-
vised that he is more optimis-
tic than he has ever been 
about the future due to the 
injection of some groups who 
have recently become affiliated 
vith the AAU Junior Olympic pro-
gram. These groups are the Veterans 
of Foreign Wars, the 40 and 8, the General
Federation of Women's Clubs, the YMCA and the Boys and Girls Clubs of America
The AAU has experienced considerable difficulty 
resulting from misinformation which has been 
circulated about the AAU. In New Jersey 
it has been particularly viscious. Boys 
and girls who wanted to participate in 
AAU Junior Olympic competitions have 
been advised that they could be ban-
ned from all amateur competition if 
they did so. This is false. In
Maine, in an effort to discourage 
participation in the AAU Junior 
Olympic track and field associa-
tion meet at Maranacook, the word 
was passed out by the TAC Pres-
ident, Steve Sherlock, that the 
Notre Dame track was an old- 
fashioned cinder track. When 
presented with proof that this 
information was false we did re-
ceive an apology but the harm had 
already been done. However, It 
certainly boomeranged as the AAU 
Junior Olympic meet was heavily 
attended while at the TAC meet at-
tendance was so poor that some events 
were not even contested.
e
In reviewing Vaitones's article It is 
amusing to read about the "purposes and the 
responsibilities of TAC". It is stated that 
"in brief they include promoting the sport for 
sports sake, protecting the interests of the amateur 
athlete by establishing high standards for youth".
e
I hope that people connected with the AAU will never stoop to any program which encourages viscious lies to destroy 
another organization which is involved in the promotion of sports-. I certainly do not think that it is much of an 
example to set for the youth in which TAC professes such an interest.
Sincere thanks for permitting your readers to have an opportunity to get both sides of the story.
(a 3 New England Athletics Congress
U. t U 
yV) oazvjl ,
St Ja
The article on The Athletics Congress (TAC) in the September issue 
was intended to describe what TAC does nationally and should do locally.
It did not mean to imply that the AAU organization, as a whole, is 
closing offices. The AAU, as stated, still oversees all levels of 
certain sports, but not athletics (i.e. distance running and track).
Comments regarding associations which held full AAU Junior Olympic 
track programs should have included Metropolitan. Also, New Jersey 
plans to continue their program. Original information was received 
from several individuals involved with Youth Athletics programs, 
primarily TAC related, in and out of the state.
The author was not criticizing Maine’s active local AAU program, 
and apoligizes for any misinterpretations or misrepresentations.
Steve Vaitones
IX«X£TICS
COK3«ESS Maine Association of The Athletics Congress
Dear Bob: September 7, 1983
USA
Enclosed is a copy of Maine TAC’s cross country schedule. I have 
received much support for this program and expect it to be highly
successful. It will allow our youngsters a chance to prove 
themselves against better competition and give the athlete
over eighteen an opportunity to compete on a different 
type of terrain.
I was able to get one meet up in your area of the state 
(Ellsworth). I had hoped for one or two more, but certain 
individuals did not come thru as expected. If you or some-
one you know is willing to host a meet in the Bangor area, 
please let me know immediately. The preferred date would 
be November 6th, to insure proper publicity of a change.
Entry fee will be 25d per competitor. Ribbons will be 
awarded to all finishers. The state x-c meet will have 
an entry fee of $1.00. Medals and patches will be awarded
to the top finishers. There also will be team trophies. All 
competitors will be required to be registered with the Maine 
TAC. The fee is $4.00.
The entry form for the state meet is not yet ready. I just 
got the okay from Scarborough to host it this week. It will
be available within three weeks.
I will be attending Benjamin’s this year and will be available 
Saturday or Sunday if you or other individuals have questions con-
cerning Maine TAC. Let me know.
a
hqp H Inn? aeo to explain TAC and to
Thanks 
publicize our
for vour support of TAC. Maine Running is a source we should have 
races. You will be hearing a lot more from us in the future.
Dear Bob: September 10, 1983
Enclosed is a letter for print in Maine Running. I realize that today is your deadline for your October issue.
I just received from Frank Glynn, in the mail yesterday, his copies of letters he has sent out in the last couple
of weeks. It included his reply to Vaitones's letter for MR and his 5 page letter which he sent to Steve condemning
everybody and everything. It is too bad your honest attempt to compare and contrast the two groups have dragged
the sport of amateur athletics to a battle of mudslinging. I am really embarrassed that this has occured.
What I have written are things which must be said before everything AAU and TAC have done is totally discreditted, 
if it is not already. If at all possible I do hope that you can print it in your October issue. I just wish I had 
come across this information sooner, but I am sure it was done purposely so it would be too late.
If it is too late, I understand and we will have to just wait out the fire. Please let me know either way if it 
can be printed or not. Thanks for your assistance.
Dear Bob: September 9, 1983
It Is too bad that your effort in Maine Running to offer an objective, unbiased comparison between TAC and AAU, 
their programs and future prospects, has turned into a battle of charges, countercharges, rebuttals, innuendoes, 
half-truths, and rumors - both in these pages and between the individuals themselves. It is no wonder that the 
runners of the state of Maine have such a negative opinion of TAC and AAU and all other initials. The propaganda 
war now in progress would make the officials of the KGB envious.
The new administration of Maine TAC and I will not involve ourselves in this charade of name-calling. It 
benefits no one; it hurts the entire sport of amateur athletics. It must end now before all credibility is 
lost, if it has not already. The damage from comments made both publicly and privately can not be repaired.
In hopes that I do -ot contradict everything I said above, certain points must be made:
1. Maine TAC did vote in the past to hold a cross country program and then not hold one. I agree with Frank 
Glynn that there is no room in the state for two cross country programs. I made an administrative decision 
as president not to have a program. In doing so, we left the open age athletes without a program. That was 
a mistake on my part and I take full blame. The AAU had done a good job with X-C and I was not about to get 
involved in a political battle between AAU and TAC and use the youngsters as pawns.
2. The 1983 individual registration fee for Maine TAC is $4.00, not $5.
3. Dozens of road races in the state of Maine have been sanctioned, including the three marathons run to date 
which qualified for the Olympic trials - Maine Coast, Paul Bunyan, and Sugarloaf. Casco Bay has not to date, 
but I expect it will be. TAC had left it up to the meet director to publicize the fact. Next year, a 
calendar will be available listing all races.
4. The 1983 AAU Junior Olympic track meet had more participants than did TAC. It is stated that TAC's "was 
so poor that some events were not even contested." Some events were not held. If one reviews the AAU 
results which appeared in the August issue of Maine Running, AAU did not hold all the events either.
5. Frank Glynn states that I attempted to discourage participation at the AAU meet by stating a false condition 
of the Notre Dame track. Let me explain what actually happened. Two or three days prior to one of our 
meetings, I had a phone conversation with the New Jersey officials and was told they had heard the AAU
meet would be run on cinders. At the meeting, I mentioned this and asked Frank what he knew on this.
He received a quick response that this was not true. I immediately contacted all members at the meeting 
to correct my statements, and to find out if they had relayed this information to anyone; no one had. I 
also issued a written apology to Frank and to the AAU national office. At no time did that comment leave 
the room of the meeting. I did use poor judgement in not getting the facts first.
Steve Vaitones is absolutely right in saying our biggest problem is in communication. Our use of the media has 
been poor, and we have not followed up on our meet directors. Publicity for future events will be centralized 
thru the TAC office and I hope to assist the new administration to see this is done properly.
It is a time for cool heads to prevail. It is time to stop the name-calling and half-truths that are floating 
freely around. It is a time to swallow some pride and ego, and work together. Enough is enough. Please help us. 
John Lafreniere is TAC's new president. (13 Second St., Lewiston 04240, 784-5404 (work), 782-8127 (home)). Please 
contact him if you have any questions, suggestions, criticisms or whatever. I will make myself available to any
< group of runners who have questions and would like to know more about TAC. I can be reached at 7-6 Tall Pines
Drive, Lewiston, 782-6707. Let's save the sport of amateur athletics before it is too late. I pray it is not 
already too late.
Athletics East AND
THE
INVITE YOU TO JOIN THEM IN RUNNING WITH:
TIM DONOVAN 
WALLY COLLINS 
SAM PELLITIER 
KIM BEAULIEU
GREG MEYER 
BRUCE BICKFORD 
HANK PFIFFLE 
KAREN DUNN 
AND TEAMS FROM:
NEW BALANCE JOHNSON & WALES KANGAROO
ANDY PALMER 
BOB HODGE 
MARCY SCHWAN
COASTAL TRACK CLUB FOUR CORNERS TRACK CLUB AND MANY MANY 
MORE. ..
IN THE FOURTH ANNUAL
BENJAMINS
10,000meter
(6.213 miles) T.A.C. Certified
RQ4DRACE
Bangor, Maine
For entry form, write to: Benjamin’s 1OK,
24 Parkview Ave., Bangor, ME 04401
Oct. 2 - Noon
Benjamin's Tavern/Nike/Budweiser Light/Goldsmith's Sporting Goods/Merrill Family of Banks/Doug's 
Shop 'n Save/Athletic Attic/City of Bangor/Bangor Mall Assoc./Downeast Toyota/Sawyer Environmental/ 
Beacon Motor Company/Depositors Trust Company/1912 Associates/WGUY Radio/John Bapst High 
School/Wendy's/Colonial Carpets/Bangor Photographic/Gerald L. Roy Agency
...And in the Rest of the World
Bill Peabody 7 Nancy Dr. Brunswick, ME 04011
I missed a month, did anyone notice? I was so busy I couldn’t even find 
the time to write Bob and say I couldn’t write.
The last weekend in July, Joan Benoit was out in Itasca, IL running a 12K 
race. Not surprisingly, she won. The big news is that her 39:16:7 was a 
scant 16 seconds behind mile great Jim Ryan. The same weekend at Mt. Cran- 
more, New Hampshire, Dan Paul finished third (32:26.6) in a 10K race with 
Fryeburg’s Paul McBride two places behind (33:37.8).
On August 7th, in Agawam, MA, Bruce Bickford took a 5-mile jaunt with some 
tough company. His 23:03 earned a third place behind John Gregorek (22:46) 
and Bill Rodgers (22:59). Hank Pfeifle was there also grabbing sixth as 
only Ray Flynn and Bob Hodge were between him and Bruce. Hank’s time was 
23:28. A few weeks later Hank would pick up a win in Stowe, Vermont; un-
fortunately, no details are available. (Ed. Note: Jon Lorway wrote a great 
article on Hank’s 38:39 performance in the September/October issue of Boston 
Running News.)
This brings us to the Falmouth Road Race where Kenyan Joseph Nzau gained 
the top spot with his 32:20. Bruce Bickford, moving up a bit in distance, 
was sixth. This time, at 32:51, only 3 seconds behind Gregorek. Also 
finishing in the top 50 was Andy Palmer, who clocked 34:19. Andy also beat 
some of the better known runners, such as Solomon Chabor and Tom Wysocki. 
Chabor was the ’’slowest” of 5 Kenyans in the top 40.
August 28th was Paul Hammond’s day to shine, winning a 10K in Natick, MA 
in 30:30. Jane Welzel ran 35:04 to finish second to New Zelander Alison 
Quelch.
Meanwhile, Joan Benoit was glove-hopping. After winning Falmouth, knocking 
12 seconds off her record in the process, she was off to Caracas, Venequela. 
There she won a Pan Am Games gold medal at 3000 meters. Timed in 9:14:19, 
she had little real competition. From there she returned to Maine for some 
R & R. That lasted only until the evening before the Fifth Ave. Mile, when 
she received a call asking her to run so she decided to get in a little 
speed work. The result was a seventh place finish in 4:37:40, despite a 
good long training run in the morning. Britain’s Wendy Sly was the winner 
(4:22:66). Joan had been planning a trip to Oslo to race Mary Decker at 
10,000 meters on the track, but Decker switched events, making this option 
less attractive.
As a local example of the increase in the ’’commercial” value of runners, 
consider the recent Jordan Marsh promotion on behalf of the Maine Special 
Olympics. Each of the six days was to feature a well-known sports figure. 
Four were Boston-area professionals connected with hockey, baseball, bas-
ketball, and football, but two were runners. There were Dave McGillivary 
and Bruce Bickford.
The suit by 50 women representing 20 different countries against a number 
of different organizations and individuals associated with the 1984 Olympics 
to have 5,000 and 10,000 meter runs for women added to the calendar re-
ceived a lot of press coverage. The PR value of the action is probably 
higher than the legal value. Progress is at least underway although at 
a turtle’s pace. This year, The Athletics Congress (TAC) has added 5K
and 10K walks for women as championship events; running races were made 
official several years ago. This year’s TAC Nationals were a good example 
of the problems that occur with non-olympic events. The fields in the 5 
and the 10 were not really of the quality and depth one would expect for 
the championship of a major track nation. The reason? Most of the good 
distance runners were in the 3,000 taking a shot at going to Helsinki and 
the World Championships.
There has been some action by the IAAF this year. They were going to 
attempt to run a separate 10,000 World Championship race in September in 
Europe. And will add lOK’s to the ’85 World Cup, the ’87 World Champion-
ship, and the ’88 Olympics. In addition, a 10,000 meter Road Championship 
is planned for early October in New York or Los Angeles. Progress to be 
sure, but it seems god-awful slow. a
RECORD RUN AT THE GOOD SPORTS
by John Moncure & Bill Peabody
Last year I extolled the virtues of working at 
your favorite road race instead of running in it. 
Unfortunately, 1 got caught up in my own rhetoric 
and said "yes" when asked to serve as director of 
the *83 edition of the Good Sports Ten-Miler.
The worst part was having to give up my seat in 
the lead vehicle.
At least I could relax and watch the start. 
Everyone seemed to get underway in fine shape. 
Rock Green had the lead out of the stadium.
What happened on the course? Well, I’ll let 
John Moncure tell us from his position as spot-
ter in the lead car.
<3
"Rock Green was leading at Mile One (reached in 4:54) with Colin Peddie 
second by about five feet and Jay Haug third by another ten feet.
At one and a half, Peddie pulled ahead of Rock. The two mile split was 
9:53. Rock was second by about ten feet, Haug still third.
The split at three was 14:31. At this point, Colin had opened his lead 
to about twenty feet over Rock. It looked as though he was really working.
By Pennellville Road, Peddie was leading by fifty feet.
The four mile split was 19:40 and Peddie was two hundred feet ahead of 
Rock. At four and one-half, Haug surged on Rock and opened a ten foot lead 
on him.
At the turn to Simpson’s Point, Peddie was first. Haug was second, Green 
was third, Dan Paul was fourth, Paul Hammond was fifth, and Doug Ingersoll 
was sixth.
The six mile split was 29:40. At this point, Peddie had lost several 
seconds to the pace but the lead was more than three hundred feet over Rock 
who had passed Haug to reclaim second; Jay was still third.
The seven mile split was 34:46 (5:06 mile). At this point, the second 
place runner was out of sight.
The eight mile split was 40 minutes (5:14 mile), and I estimate the lead 
to have opened to a quarter of a mile.
The nine mile split was 45:10 (5:10 mile) with Rock’s nine mile split about 
45:46.
Peddie really poured it on, giving it all that he had over the last mile.
©
Clearly be was spent at the finish. 
Colin’s time over the tenth mile was 
4:50 while Rock did it in about 5:37.
It is interesting to not that there 
was very little change from the five 
mile positions. Only Danny Paul and 
Hammond changed positions the first 
six runners."
Colin Peddie’s time was 50 minutes 
flat! A record on this newly certified 
course by more than a half a minute. 
Steve Podgajny held the old record in 
50:36 set in 1980. Rock Green reached 
home in 51:23, lowering his course PR. 
Jay Haug of Lancaster, PA followed in 
51:35 for third. These two times were 
the ninth and tenth best for this race.
As John noted, there was little change 
among the first six ever the last five 
miles. Paul Hammond (52:08), Danny 
Paul (52:35), and Doug Ingersoll (53:06) 
comprised the second three.
For the women, last year’s champ Jane 
Welzel, whose parents now call Freeport 
home, returned to the winner’s circle. 
Moving to the front early, she cruised 
in with a 58:33. The third best time 
ever, but somewhat slower than her 57:43 
from the ’82 race. Kim Beaulieu placed 
second just as she did in ’81, running 
1:02:51, the seventh best women’s mark. 
Leslie Bancroft, better-known as a mem-
ber of the U.S. Cross Country Ski Team, 
was third in 1:04:07.
As for me, I’d be director again if 
sponsor Rob Jarratt will have me; but 
sitting here writing this, I realize 
something a little disheartening. I 
know dozens of details about the race, 
but I’ve had to depend on others to 
tell me what really happened that morn-
ing.
THE BEST OF TIMES
Colin Peddie 50:00 1st 83
Steve Podajny 50:36 1st 80
Ken Flanders 50:43 1st 82
Colin Peddie 50:48 2nd 82
Ken Flanders 51:01 1st 81
Joan Benoit 57:28 1st 78
Jane Welzel 57:41 1st 82
Jane Welzel 58:33 1st 83
HIGH STREET, ELLSWORTH
RUNNING
Saucony - Tiger - Eionic Shoes 
Bill Rodgers, Moving Comfort 
Woman on the Run 
Everything from Sorbethane to 
Pulseometers
PADDLING
Large selection of canoes & 
kayaks Complete line of 
accessories.
CAMPING
EQUIPMENT
Northface - Kelty - Camptrails 
White Stag
From stuff sacks to Fabiano 
ultra-lite hiking boots, we have 
the largest selection of camping 
goods in Eastern Maine.
TENNIS & 
RACQUETBALL
Prince - Head - Rossignol - 
Ektelon & Donnay Racquets
Diadora & Etonic Shoes 
Le Coq Sportif Apparel
The Last Annual Rowdy Ultimate-Ultimatum 24-48 Hour Run 
September 3-5, 1983 Brunswick, Maine
Bernd Heinrich 43,of Burlington Vermont, World Masters record holder for 
50 miles and 100 kilometers, shattered the American track record for 24 hours by 
covering a verified 156 miles 1368 yards. Averaging 9minutes 10 seconds per mile 
on a hot, humid Labor Day weekend, Heinrich, with 150 miles behind him and Cahit 
Yeter’s record within reach, suddenly took off and burned the last 6 and three 
quarter miles in fifty minutes before collapsing, exhausted, on the grassy infield 
of the track. He eclipsed the former record of 155miles 1182 yards,
Heinrich, who had been training for 13 weeks to break the world 100 mile
«
track record, changed strategy at the last minute because of the hot weather and 
decided to start easier and run the 24 hour race.He did not know the current 
American record for that time period however. Air temperatures reached 93° and 
were even hotter on the track. Second place went to Jack Bristol 33,CT. as he 
stormed out to a 6:18 fifty and 13:56 hundred mile. Bristol finished with 104 
miles 1320 yards.Heinrich did the first fifty in 6:43 and one hundred inl4:29.
Third place overall went to Bruce Osran33, IL who went on to cover 171 mi 
1320 yards in the 48 hour run and a first palce. Twelve of the nineteen starters 
in the 24 hour went on to run in the 48 hour run. Mary Margaret-Goodwin, 46, VA 
set a new womens masters 48 hour record with 128 miles 880 yards.
Not to be out done by his younger friends, Carlton Mendell, 61 years, 
of Portland Maine, completed 137miles 440 yards in 48 hours.
The Last Annual Rowdy Ultimate-Ultimatum 24-48 Hour Run is put on by the 
Maine Rowdies Running Club and co-sponsered by Coca-Cola of Fortland,Maine, is 
run on the 440 yard all weather tartan track at Bowdoin College in Brunswick,ME.
OFFICIAL FINAL RESULTS 1983 ROWDY ULTIMATE 24 HOUR RUN *
Brunswick, Maine 3-4 Sep 83
1. Bernd Heinrich VT 43 156m 1368y 11. Carlton Mendell ME 61 69m 1124y
2. Jack Bristol CT 33 104m 1320y 12. Mary Goodwin VA 46 68m 244y
3. Bruce Osran IL 33 101m 88 Oy 13. Richard Hearn Jr NC 27 65m
4. Stan Wagon MA 32 100m 592y Richard Hearn Sr NJ 53 65m
5. Tony Weisgram CT 40 100m 15. Beverly Nolan MA 49 62m 880y (walked)
6. Harry Berkowitz NJ 43 87m 880y 16. Bob Cannata MA 52 60m 1320y
7. Bill Gayton ME 43 80m 17. George Gardiner RI 41 38m 440y
8. Ralph Cardarelli MA 51 79m 514y 18. Leo Cloutier MA 73 35m
9. Fred Robbins MA 56 75m 258y 19. John Lysinger NY 21m 440y
10. George Lattarulo MA 35 70m 351y Race Directors - Gary Cochrane & Darren Billings
OFFICIAL FINAL RESULTS ROWDY ULTIMATUM 48 HOUR RUN 
Brunswick, Maine Sep 3-5, 1983
1. Bruce Osran 33 IL 171m 1320y 8. Beverly Nolan 49 MA 115m 271y (walked
2. Harry Berkowitz 43 NJ 145m 880y 9. Richard Hearn Sr 53 NJ 111m
3. Carlton Mendell 61 ME 137m 440y Richard Hearn Jr 27 NC 111m
4. George Lattarulo 35 MA 130m 319y 11. Fred Robbins 56 MA 108m
5. Mary Goodwin 46 VA 128m 880y 12. Tony Weisgram 40 CT 101m 880y
6. Bob Cannata 52 MA 125m 440y
7. Ralph Cardarelli 51 MA 123m 594y Race Directors - Gary Cochrane: & Darren Billings
24-48 HOUR RUN RESULTS SPLIT TIMES OFFICIAL 1983 ROWDY ULTIMATE-ULTIMATUM SEP 3-5, 1983
50 miles 100 Km 100 miles 200 Km 150 mile
1. *Bernd Heinrich 6:43:37 8:37:18 14:29:04 18:30:10 23:09:20
2. *Jack Bristol 6:18:36 8:15:44 13:56:06
3. Bruce Osran 10:25:46 13:28:04 23:40:31 31:02:56 41:12:36
4. *Stan Wagon 11:11:40 14:20:57 23:53:22
5. Tony Weisgram 9:19:33 12:12:54 22:19:05
6. Harry Berkowitz 10:13:26 13:37:30 29:51:48 40:00:45
7. *Bill Gayton 11:46:44 17:41:01
8. Ralph Cardarelli 12:02:18 18:05:05 34:30:02
9. Fred Robbins 10:41:55 14:44:18 36:02:17
10. George Lattarulo 14:40:45 19:50:07 39:06:47 46:40:34
11. Carlton Mendell 10:38:56 20:51:10 34:30:26 45:12:08
12. Mary Margaret Goodwin 15:22:45 21:59:52 37:17:50 46:24:55
13. Richard Hearn Jr 15:19:12 23:03:16 42:01:11
Richard Hearn Sr 15:19:12 23:03:16 42:01:11
15. Beverly Nolan (walker)19:54:42 23:52:04 41:59:00
16. Bob Cannata 18:49:13 25:00:05 41:02:42 47:43:42
A shoe for runners who 
are murder on running shoes.
Dear Bob, Bucksport 
Sept 11, 1983
The New Balance 555 is designed for people who are tough 
on running shoes, or who do their running in areas that are 
tough on shoes. With a unique carbon rubber hounds- 
tooth outersole and combination-lasted design, it's 
the most durable multi-terrain running shoe
New Balance has ever made.
Just want to put in a good word about 
the Jonesport race which was held yester-
day. Charlie & I really enjoyed running 
it. It’s a well-marked course and very 
pretty - goes across the bridge to Beals 
Island.
new balance 
555
Available in a variety of widths. Next weekend we’re off to New Hamp-
shire to run the race in Charlestown 
that I wrote you about last year.
See you at Benjamin’s
Leona
JAfTIGS BRILGY CO. IRC
The (Tlaine Tradition in Sports
264 Middle St, Monument Square 
Intown Portland 774-6635
Ed. Note: Only sweet Leona Clapper 
would take time out to drop a note 
like this to me. For those who don’t 
know her, she’s the mother of twelve, 
including the guy on the cover of this 
month’s issue. Charlie Clapper is the 
hard working dad who helped her bring 
that dozen up.
MAINE TRACK CLUB NEWS
We had an excellent panel on marathoning, handled by Russ Connors, Werner 
Pobatchnig, Bob Coughlin and Kim Beaulieu, with questions fielded by Dick 
McFaul. Our next meeting, Sep 14th, will have Steve McDavitt, registered 
Physical Therapist, talking about treatment of muscle & tendon injuries.
We meet at 7:30 p.m., 2nd Wednesday of the month at the Portland Public 
Safety Building, corner of Franklin St. Arterial and Middle Street.
Dennis Smith is recovering nicely at home following his discharge from 
MMC. He was in a bicycle accident, colliding with a car, was thrown over 
the top and dislodging his helmet in the process. Anyone wishing to phone 
Dennis can do so, anytime before 7 p.m. at 839-4026.
YMCA Triathlon in Portland first women’s team consisted of Sue Herskowitz, 
swimming, Marge Podgajny (elite marathoner), biking, and Jerry Bugbee, run-
ning. Jerry was women’s winner of the 1st Camden Tinman Triathlon, two years 
ago. The only MTC member that practically completed all three events (she 
got out just before the swim was completed) was Rosalyn Randall, women’s 
winner of the Olympia Sports July 4th 5 miler. Other MTC members that did 
the running leg of the triathlon were Kim Beaulieu, Bob Payne, Dave Goodwin,
Margie Adams, Virginia Connors, Dick McFaul, Chris Kein, Jerry Bugbee, John 
Conley.
Update on Surf !n Turf challenge - A reception was held for Bruce Lewis, 
the rower, and MTC participants, the runners, at Bud & Cheryl Higgins’ home 
in Scarboro. Also in attendance were members of Big Brothers/Big Sisters 
and representatives of Cumberland-York Distributors (Stroh’s Beer), sponsors 
of the event. Highlights of the evening were Bud Higgins telling the re-
action of the MMC Emergency Room to Bruce’s arrival, Bruce’s poem regarding 
his challenge, and many other belly laughs I’ll be glad to share with a lit-
tle imbibing. Also want to thank WCSH-TV Channel 6 for fine coverage of the 
finale of the Surf ’n Turf Challenge, we really do appreciate it.
Was great to see girls at intervals recently, namely, Kim Beaulieu, Jerry 
Bugbee, Fran Currier (Maine Rowdies), Linda Durand, Kathy Anderson, and a 
couple of others that I’ve temporarily lapsed on, but miss Barb Coughlin,
Marian Leschey, Jeanne MacDonald, Lucy Fortin, and Joan Welch.
In preparation for Casco Bay, New York City, Marine Corps, and other fall 
marathons. The LSD (long slow or steady distance) runs have been underway 
for a while now on Sundays and sometimes on Saturdays also. If you would 
like to hook up with runners that are going your distance and your pace, you 
can call me at 799-7705 or A1 and Sandy Utterstrom at 797-4710. &
See you on the road,
Herb Strom
Maine Track Club
'THE PACK'
BLUE HILL 10K ROAD RACE
Blue Hill Jul 24ch
1. Mark Hatch 33:36
2. Harold Hatch (M) 34:05
3. Steve Frederick 35:29
4. Mike Francis 36:04
5. Mike Olayos 36:19
6. Pat Gaier 36:59
7. Gene Kasper 37:14
8. Paul Rego 37:19
9. Steve Peterson 37:23
10. Eric Mattson 37:33
11. Gary Wright 37:38
12. Mike Gendron 38:17
13. Bill Pinkham (M) 38:28
14. Cl-ft Olson (M) 38:43
15. Greg Hildreth (M) 39:04
16. Frid Merriam 39:53
17. Doug DeAngelis 39:55
18. Toby Yos 40:04
19. Janes Kelley 40:25
20. Charles Leseur 40:29
21. Ge >ff Manifold 40:31
22. Dean Gamble 40:33
23. Ri :hard Deforge 40:37
24. David Bray 41:10
25. Janes Burnett 41:11
26. Fred Madden (M) 41:11
27. Bruce Theriault 41:12
28. Larry Scofield 41:13
29. Martin Schiff (M) 41:17
30. Tim Gaier 41:26
31. Harvey Springer 41:50
32. Kevin Wadleigh 42:25
33. Richard Higgins 42:49
34. Fred Schmidt 43:00
35. H.H. Blakesley 43:10
36. Nancy Adams-Contino 43:19*
37. Doug Knobloch 43:29
38. Tres Smith (M) 43:36
39. Guy Dunbar 43:39
40. Walter Noyes 43:40
41. Dave Bertolotti (M) 43:47
42. Lisa Degrazio 44:07*
43. Kevin Pottle 44:11
44. Edie Hentcy 44:34
45. Edward Delaware (M) 44:37
46. John Rubino 44:53
47. Bill McHenry 45:05
48. Robert Tapley 45:23
49. Paul Guerin (M) 45:43
50. Daniel Walker 45:53
51. Scott Madden 45:55
52. Ed Curran, Jr. 46:02
53. Jim Gilbert 46:11
54. Don Richardson 46:15
55. Chuck Blodgett 46:22
56. Steve Elliot 46:24
57. Isom Sargent 46:27
58. Joan Merriam 46:40*
59. Matt Coffin 46:59
60. Robert Jancewicz 47:36
61. Jerry Melgaard (M) 48:00
62. Paul Stoyell (M) 48:10
63. Jan I.enferink 49:51*
64. James Gray 49:51
65. Stan Zaslau 49:58
66. Karen Dickes (M) 50:16*
67. Norman Fitzgerald (M) 50:46
68. Neils Neilson 51:13
69. Colin Hope 51:28
70. T im Meyer 51:29
71.. Dennis Marble 51:29
72. Noelle Defoumeaux 51:41
73. Dan Merrill 51:41
74. Lisa Debruyckere 51:54*
75. Lona Wright 52:39*
76. Richard Butler (21) 52:50
77. Chris Smith 53:14
78. Tom Clack 54:07
79. Mike Pagnozzi 54:09
80. Mary Gaffney 54:19*
81. Melissa Wiggins 55:35*
82. Susan Myers 55:52*
83. Georges Berube 56:23
84. Anna Anderson 56:36*
85. Brock Sutherland 57:03
86. Gene Granger (M) 57:16
87. Matt Grealey 57:21
88. Robert Walker (M) 57:43
89. Alison LaRochelle 57:45*
90. Cordula Swett 58:04*
91. Maureen Guerin 58:12*
92. Donna Gilbert 58:34*
93. Andrew Gray 59:11
94. Donna Read 59:21*
95. Wendy Lewis 60:39*
96. David Zaslau (M) 63:12
97. Tony Beardsley 64:54
98. Robin Clements (M) 67:58
99. Erik Margolis 68:21
100., Peter Wight 68:21
101.. Diane DeSibour (M) 71:53
102., Ben Walker 72:13
103., Jon Curtis 72:14
Results courtesy of Barry Mills
Race Director
* * ********** * * :* * * *
6TH HILLS BEACH "BY THE SEA" ROAD RACE
Hills Beach 3 mile Aug 7 th
1. Ken Botting 14:21
2. Ralph Fletcher 14:27
3. Andy Kimball 14:28
4. Bill Solimine 14:44
5. Jim Kimball 14:55
6. Jerry Pratt 15:28
7. Gene Coffin 15:35
8. Peter Grant 15:37
9. Mike Simensky 15:38
10. Spider Noyes (M) 15:39
11. Peter Connolly (M) 16:01
12. Mike Kimball (M) 16:06
13. Ricky Fritz 16:08
14. Rick L’Heureux 16:14
15. James Chute 16:24
16. Joe Kline 16:29
17. Jeff Pomrov 16:37
18. David Lapierre CM) 16:42
19. David Fritz 16:43
20. Mike Adams 16:44
21. Mike Lally 16:45
22. Jim Paterson CM) 16:48
23. Mike Towle 16:54
24. Marc Parenteau 16:57
25. Bob Jolicoeur (M) 17:00
26. Peter Flaherty 17:01
27. Mike Gendron 17:04
28. Don Wilson 17:05
29. Chris Sokolowski 17:10
30. Keith Croteau 17:11
31. Roland Perry 17:13
32. D. Kay 17:17
33. Steve Labrecque 17:19
34. Jim Kein (M) 17:25
35. Christine Snow 17:28*
36. Mike Carter 17:30
37. Guy Martin 17:38
38. Dick Lajoie (M) 17:41
39. Herb Strom (S) 17:42
40. Larry Frank 17:44
41. Dennis Leblanc (M) 17:45
42. Ed Doughty 17:46
43. Dave Grossman 17:48
44. Preston Kinnie 17:58
■45. Steve Tartre 17:59
46. Scott Laliberty 18:00
47. Greg Lamb 18:04
48. George Wells (S) 18:05
49. Roger Borduas 18:06
50. James Bride (M) 18:08
51. Mike Worden(M) 18:11
52. Bob Peacock 18:14
53. Rick Strout (M) 18:18
54. Steve White 18:20
55. Diane Fournier 18:22*
56. Ron McCall (M) 18:30
57. Dan Boutet 18:39
58. Dave Kimball 18:40
59. Cliff Tell 18:42
60. Gil Cote (S) 18:44
61. Barry Sargent 18:50
62. Dan Gagne (M) 18:51
63. Kathy Reinertsen 18:52*
>64. John Murchie 18:55
65. Bob Lipkin (M) 19:03
66. Mike Lacroix 19:05
67. Bob Gaudette 19:06
68. Bill Boyd 19:07
69. Henry Wolstat (M) 19:08
70. Bob Morrison (M) 19:10
71. John Parker (S) 19:11
72. Dave Boothby (M) 19:21
73. Ken Ribaudo 19:28
74. R’out Hunningher 19:32
75. Craig Bodenstein 19:33
76. Rick Pierce 19:40
77. E. Hawkins 19:43
78. Jay McManus 19:47
79. Mike Sullivan 19:51
80. Leslie Walls 19:52*
81. John Jurkovski (M) 19:56
82. Bobby Downing 20:00
83. Cathy Heffernan 20:10
84. A1 Brunelle (S) 20:11
35. Steve Towle 20:16
86. Scott Spear 20:25
87. Sheila Curran 20:32*
88. Kevin Jones 20:33
89. Geoffrey Bride 20:34
90. Rosalyn Randall 20:35*
91. Bob Macleod (S) 20:46
92. Scott Brown 20:47
93. Pat Carton 20:49*
94. Ron Ouellette 21:03
95. Bob Downing 21:12
96. Chuck McCall 21:13
97. Ray Arsenault (S) 21:16
98. Andy Laverriere (S) 21:18
99. Allyson Jones 21:19*
100. Meg Finan 21:23*
101. Don Croteau (M) 21:24
102. Aimee Leclerc 21:25*
103. Leonard Leclerc (M) 21:26
104. Mike Flaherty 21:30
105. Marjorie Bride (M) 21:31*
106. Paul McManus 21:33
107. Yvonne Jurkowski (M) 21:34*
108. Tim McManus 21:35
109. Randy Desmarais 21:36
110. Gary Duranceau 21:37
111. Beverly Brock 21:38-
112. Patrick Kein 21:39
113. Dar. Boothby 21:51
114. Sam Bride 22:00
115. Lee Labonte 22:01
116. Mike Stern 22:03
117. Bob Currier CM) 22:08
113. Alberto Salazar? 22:15
119. Nat Tilton 22:16
120. Henry Brier 22:18
121. Russ York 22:24
122. John Lavin 22:25
123. Lyn Fletcher 22:28*
124. Lori Towle 22:32*
125. Frank Maietta 22:33
126. Liz Moulin 22:34*
127. Pearl Bolduc 22;38* TWILIGHT 5 MILER 92. Don Atkinsons Jr. 39:31
128. Jeff Baker 22:38 Skowhegan Aug 11th 93. Judy Doore 39:34*
129. Cindy Clark 22:39* 94. Pamela Manelick 39:46*
130. Chris Sargent 22:40 95. Cynthia Forbes 39:52*
131. Anne Garriepy 22:42* 1. Richard Khorigan 25:49 96. Dick Pierce 39:55
132. Brett Davis 22:47 2. Chris McMann 27:07 97. Dennis LeBlanc 40:00
133. Laurie Mooney 22:48* 3. Dennis Croteau 27:11 98. Jeff Howe 40:02
134. Patti Catalano? 22:51* 4. Mitch Lovering 27:16 99. Kathleen Roy 40:06*
135. Ted Seymour (S) 22:55 5. Brian McCrea 27:32 100. Paul Dumas, Jr. 40:20
136. Joan Lavin 23:03* 6. Mickey Lackey 27:48 . 101. Robert Schultz 40:21
137. Rick Desrosiers 23:04 7. Mark Chasse 28:19 102. Elizabeth Griffin 40:48*
138. Diane Gagnon 23:05* 8. Mike Gordon 28:27 103. Ron Lafratta 40:53
139. Nathaniel Bride 23:06 9. Mark Stormand 28:39 104. Roger Lightbody, Sr . 40:57
140. Bill Curran (S) 23:07 10. Tom McWalters 28:46 105. Cynthia Dumas 41:12*
141. Ernest Moreau (M) 23:10 11. Robert Wrandsky 28:52 106. Marvon Hupper (M) 41:22
142. Jim Oleson 23:11 12. David Alley 29:16 107. Roger Lightbody, Jr . 41:25
143. Patrick Flaherty 23:12 13. Dale Pellitier 29:17 108. Brenda Stinchfield 41:40*
144. Phil Hebert (S) 23:13 14. Gust Stringos 29:24 109. Jeanne Shay 41:52*
145. Francine Currier (M) 23:18* 15. Peter Fasse 29:25 110. Dennis Meunier 41:58
146. Ken MacAuley (M) 23:19 16. Terry Dostie 29:28 111. Marianne Steinhacker 42:03*
147. Marcia Goldenberg 23:21* 17. Paul Pellitier 29:47 112. Charles Hodge (M) 42:19
148. Kathy Gagne 23:22* 18. Mike Bard 29:56 113. Lee Ann Doran 42:24*
!149. Jerry Davis (M) 23:30 19. Bill Pinkham (M) 30:03 114. Suzanne Fitzpatrick 42:26*
150. Liz Jurkowski 23:31* 20. Chris Hilton 30:11 115. Maureen Guerin 44:0.8*
151. Laurie Leavis 23:40* 21. Ben Venskus 30:18 116. Walter Downing 47:09
152. Dave Bodenstein 23:47 22. J.W. Libby 30:31 117. Kim Weymouth 51:57*
153. Bob Cahners (M) 23:51 23. David Rand (M) 30:33 118. Norma Mitton (S) 52:25*
154. Dee Nicely (M) 23:55* 24. Mike. Doore 30:45 119. Carol Anne Williamson 52;29*
155. Lee Nicely (M) 23:56 25. Jeff Archibald 30:53 120. Lynn Forbes (M) 52:41*
156. Mary L. Laverriere 23:57* 26. Bob Booker 31:03 121. Traci Yeaton 70:10*
157. Christie L’Heureux 24:02* 27. Peter Lynch 31:04 122. Ronald Yeaton 70:13
158. Sherry Fulton 24:04* 28. Robert Adams (S) 31:07
159. Norm Nunan (S) 24:06 29. Reggie Chesperance 31:15 Results courtesy of Bill Stone
160. Chris Arnold 24:08 30. David Bushey 31:19 Skowhegan Area High School
161. Rick Nealley 24:18 31. William Holmead 31:25
162. Beth Myers 24:29* 32. Mike Fournier 31:27 ★ * * * * * *
163. Bob Reeves 24:30 33. David McManus 31:29
164. Arleen Redmond 24:34* 34. Benjamin Millis 31:32 LIFE SPORTS SCHOODIC POINT 15K
165. Vicki McCarthy 24:36* 35. Keith Goins 31:42 Winter Harbor Aug 13th
166. Kathleen Harden 24:38* 36. Robert Gordon 31:44
167. Evie Ifantides 24:39* 37. David Archibald 31:50
168. Sue Wyka 24:40* 38. Diane Fournier 31:51* 1. Gerry Clapper 47:42.8
169. Steve Curtin 24:54 39. Russell Martin 31:54 2. Peter Millard 47:46
170. Peggy Wilson 24:57* 40. Bill Haskell 31:56 3. Mike Gaige 48:33
171. Janine Jurkowski 24:59* 41. James Gildart 32:08 4. Bruce Ellis 48:42
172. Kelly Ryan (M) 25:00* 42. Steve Swindells 32:09 5. Chris Bovie 49:14
173. Brent L’Heureux 25:01 43. Clinton Foxwell 32:24 6. Tom Leonard 49:24
174. Sally Paterson (M) 25:07* 44. Paul Dali (M) 32:30 7. Mike Westphal 50:52
175. Betsy Frost 25:09* 45. Tom McGuire 32:46 8. Dick Forunier 51:04
176. Diana Champeon 25:13* 46. Jo Comeau 33:07* 9. George Wu 51:34
177. Mike Ryan 25:15 47. Chip Carey 33:12 10. Alan Aitken 51:53
178. Barry Reinsborough (V) 25:17 48. Kevin Wells 33:24 11. Roger Foster 52:25
179. Andy Leblond 25:18 49. Doug Elsass 33:27 12. Dirck Bradt 52:30
180. Jeff Jarry 25:19 50. Jim Stinchfield 33:38 13. Richard Lane 52:52
181. Pat Murchie 25:22* 51. Andrew Sanzenbacher 33:41 14. Doug Craib 53:07
182. Debby Charles 25:35* 52. Steve Cartwright 33:44 15. Mickey Lackey 53:11
183. Walter Downing 25:45 53. Ron Paquette (M) 33:47 16. Tim Rensema 53:56
184. Valinda Botting 25:48* 54. Charles Weymouth (M) 34:04 17. Greg Nelson 54:07
185. Elaine Curran (S) 25:51* 55. David Bushey 34:25 18. Erich Reed 54:21
186. Evelyn Ring (M) 25:53* 56. James Elsass (M) 34:25 19. Steve Arnett 54:25
187. Kathy Farrington 25:54* 57. Blanchard Hupper (M) 34:34 20. John Leeming 54:29
188. John Surran 25:56 58. Mark Swett 34:47 21. Gary Allen 55:17
189. Mary Souza 26:05* 59. Bobby Downing 34:50 22. Ric Lamoureux 55:24
190. Heather Briggs 26:12* 60. Susan Blaisdell (M) 34:50* 23. Alex Hammer 55:34
191. Lucille Moreau (M) 26:13* 61. Roy Wells 35:05 24. Peter Dowling 55:51
192. Don Dougherty (S) 26:14 62. Philip O'Rourke 35:08 25. Paul Rego 55:58
193. Dottie Kay (S) 26:24* 63. Peggy Sue Clark 35:08* 26. Sumner Richards III 56:08
194. Mark Freidberg 26:39 64. Terry Henry 35:16 27. M. Craig Maker 56:14
195. Art Nobert (M) 26:49 65. Darin Chesn 35:17 28. Steve Pruett 56:14
196. Cindy Moreau 26:54* 66. John Shaw (M) 35:20 29. Randy Marcy 56:37
197. Robbie Souza 27:21 67. Ron Russell 35:34 30. Allan Lockyer 57:03
198. Mike Bales 27:25 68. Bruce Turcotte 35:35 31. Deke Talbot 57:38
199. Kate Harriman 27:42* 69. Greg Bisson (M) 35:37 32. Vem Demmons 57:42
200. Rick Souza 27:43 70. Martha Beverage 35:43* 33. Robert Cuthbertson 11157:46
201. Pamela Price 28:10* 71. Robert Daniels 35:47 34. Clifford Olson 58:29
202. Adam Duranceau 28:11 72. Paul Guerin (M) 36:02 35. L. Greg Hildreth 58:33
203. Elaine Watson 28:12* 73. Minh Ly 36:08 36. Peter Carr 59:04
204. Karen Wilson 28:40* 74. Paul Hammond 36:20 37. Dennis Harmon 59:06
205. Carolyn Larrabee (S> 28:43* 75. James Merrow 36:23 38. Steve Krichels 59:16
206. Rita Furbish (S> 29:04* 76. Joe Mountain 36:42 39. Andy Luro 59:25
207. Fleurette Cote (S) 29:20* 77. Jack McKee (S) 36:48 40. Mike Young 59:28
208. Jay Bride 29:33 78. Jerri Bushey 36:50* 41. BenHenry Hudson 59:30
209. Jeff Surran 29:33 79. Donnajean Pohlman 36:54* 42. Ross Tortora 59:43
210. Tom Garriepy 29:34 80. Jeff Kahl 37:06 43. Cynthia Lynch 59:54*
211. Jody Brier 29:42* 81. Robert Downing 37:21 44. W.H. Bulger 1:00:21
212. Dot Chamberlain (M) 30:45* 82. John Maleck 37:27 45. Pete Washburn 1:00:30
213. Derik Rochon 31:14 83. Roger Poulin (M) 37:29 46. Fred Merriam 1:00:51
214. Mia Consalvo 31:48* 84. Don Abrams (S) 37:29 47. Burton Haggett 1:01:10
215. Jenny Harriman 31:54* 85. Norj Ahrens 37:34* 48. Jack Swope l;01:26
216. Pauline Holloway 32:38* 86. Jeff Williams 37:34 49. Steve Myers 1:01:33
217. Virginia Bride (M) 33:30* 87. Mike Quimby 37:35 50. Bruce Theriault 1:01:34
218. Jenny Kline 34:34* 88. Gerald St. Amand (M) 37:39 51. Walt Luro 1:01:40
219. Mary Sawyer 34:41* 89. Gary Fitzpatrick 38:28 52. Charles Munier 1:01:58
220. Roger Furbish (S) 42:55 90. Karen Lacasse 38:54* 53. Terry Towne 1:02:00
221. Lewella Barnes (S) 43:00* 91. Brenda Obert (M) 39:20* 54. Tom Stone 1:02:04
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James Noonan 1:02:04 149. Darol Whitney 1:18:31 52. Anne Knight 31:13
Larry Scofield 1:02:12 150. Joan Lavin 1:18:35* 53. Tracy Pooler 31:15
Martin Schiff 1:02:27 151. Janey Barthelette 1:18:42* 54. Yvonne Jurkowski 31:18
Becky Snow 1:02:39* 152. Don Brown 1:19:00 55. Martha Cesarz 31:19
Ron Hunter 1:02:44 153. Frank White 1:19:05 56. Pennie Robinson 31:32
Don Back 1:02:54 154. Nadine Bullion 1:19:28* 57. Donna Roberts 31:49
Fred Shmidt 1:02:57 155. Doris Plumer 1:19:47* 58. Ronda Cushman 31:58
Ann Blumer 1:03:06* 156. Ken Blaisdell 1:20:51 59. Lori Jean Snow 31:59
Gregg Randall 1:03:07 157. Jim Kelley 1:21:00 60. Sandy Brown 32:02
David Rubinow 1:03:16 158. Lisa Debruyckere 1:21:00* 61. Carol Johnson 32:05
Chuck McGinty 1:03:17 159. Susan Vincent 1:21:02* 62. Carmen Cassette 32:06
James Westhoven 1:03:20 160. Harold Remz 1:21:05 63. Murielle Therriault 32:18
Benoni Outerbridge 1:03:30 161. Steve Albee 1:21:39 64. Julie Knight 32:19
Richard Fisher 1:03:31 162. Donna Foss 1:22:48* 65. Cindy Knute Clark 32:20
Jay Nolan 1:03:43 163. Connie Frostman 1:22:51* 66. Jean Thomas 32;23
Rick Carson 1:04:00 164. Rhonda Paltauf 1:23:27* 67. Beverly Johns 32:26
Jo Comeau 1:04:26* 165. Lisa Aualoz 1:23:27* 68. Gail Schade 32:30
Whit Osgood 1:04:32 166. Sharon Bruce Everett 1:23:43* 69. Pearl Bolduc 32:33
Richard Higgins 1:04:34 167. Georges Beruve 1:24:49 70. Anne Garriepy 32:34
Gilbert Roderick 1:04:38 168. Cordula Swett 1:25:18* 71. Konna Demmons 32:39
Tom Mulvey 1:04:47 169. Mary Bednar 1:25:18* 72. Barbara Liscorda 32:43
Virginia Vendrell 1:04:47* 170. Jenny Holden 1:27:09* 73. Sandy Utterstrom 32:50
Sam Auerbach 1:05:03 171. Jenny Nauss 1:27:09* 74. Poppy Thacher 32:51
Paul Connor 1:05:18 172. Stanley Zaslau 1:28:32 75. Linda Dion 33:02
James Mroch 1:05:24 173. David Zaslau 1:28:32 76. Lynn Zimmerman 33:04
Michael Reisman 1:05:25 174. Karen Foster-Jorgensen 1:28:48* 77. Roxanne Wheeler 33:09
Cole Sargent 1:05:33 175. Sharon Anderson 1:30:36* 78. Wendy Pooler 33:10
John Peleiderer 1:05:39 176. Carol Froehlich 1:30:37* 79. Janet Leak 33:17
Rachel Snow 1:05:44* 177. Donna Read 1:31:38* 80. Laurie Leavis 33:18
Seb Bedall 1:05:57 178. James Nesbitt 1:31:40 81. Patricia Good 33:25
Mike Marchetti 1:06:02 179. Susan Thompson 1:41:09* 82. Joanne LaNigra 33:29
Jim Gilbert 1:06:14 180. Barbett Baker no time 83. Mary Kippaz 33:30
David Avery 1:06:24 181. Edgar Pearson, Jr. no time 84. Tammy Carter 33:37
Frank Bednar 1:06:27 85. Margaret Soule 33:39
Paula Stone 1:06:40* Results courtesy of Tom Severance 86. Ms. Ross 33:40
Dr. Lawrence Ludwig 1:06:41 Race Director 87. Diane Gagnon 33:40
Joanie Rhoda 1:06:43* 88. Kathryn Tuohey 33:41
Goug Knobloch 1:06:45 ★ * ************ * * * * 89. Peg Blackadar 33:46
Kevin "Legs” Pottle 1:06:47 90. Therese Gobeil 33:50
Steve Randolph 1:06:56 FIFTH ANNUAL MAINE-LY LADIES RACE 91. Elizabeth Moulin 33:51
Jerry Tucker 1:07:04 Old 'Orchard Bch 4 Miler Jun 19th 92. Sara Cyt 33:52
Isom Sargent 1:07:19 — 93. Eileen Rubin 33:59
Mardi Reed 1:07:27* 94. Susan Goebel 34:12
David Wilson 1:07:31 1. Marcia Dowling 23:34 95. Lilly Vaill 34:19
Felice Worcester 1:07:36* 2. Melanie Holter 23:56 96. Terri Mtssex 34i21
Don Richardson 1:07:36 3. Kim Beaulieu 24:23 97. Allyson Schade 34:28
Ellen Hunter 1:07:39* 4. Christine Snow 24:34 98. Arleen Redmond 34; 38
Susan Blaisdell 1:07:47* 5. Laurie Munson 25:10 99. Hope Dorazio 34;59
Paul Berg 1:07:50 6. Linda Larve 25:44 100. Dee Nicely 35; 03
Bruce Spaulding 1:07:59 7. Katherine Seibert 25:59 101. Kim Schroeter 35:04
Bruce Sherman 1:08:21 8. Paurinda Snow 26:12 102. Joyce Beckley 35 i'05
Joan Merriam 1:08:28* 9. Sara Dutton 26:32 103. Anne McNaughton 35:06
Frisha Hugassen 1:08:56* 10. Karen McCann 26:36 104. Elizabeth Baker 35:11
Jackie Trefethen 1:09:16* 11. Kimberly Dodge 26:44 105. Kathy Harden 35:13
William Holden 1:10:06 12. Kathy Reinersten 26:49 106. Annette Foisy
107. Karen O’Neil
35:26
Matthew Coffin 1:10:25 13. Laurie DiGeronimo 27:03 35:36
John Dzierzynski 1:10:31 14. Donna Carberry 27:09 108. Connie Kippax 35:37
Alan Nauss 1:10:57 15. Lori Chapdelaine 27:10 109. Donna Glover 35:38
Peg Fournier 1:11:05* 16. Lynda Dunn 27:11 110. Wendy Woodward 35:39
Daniel Merrill 1:11:08 17. Dominique Sweet 27:30 111. Denise Lepsett 35:41
Paul Guerin 1:11:09 18. Robin Everett 27:46 112. Jennifer Turner 35:43
Suzanne Packer 1:11:16* 19. Vivian Godin 27:47 113. Carlene Anderson 35:44
Wayne Smith 1:11:28 20. Missy Boisse 27:51 114. Karen Laflin 35:48
Braden Alley 1:11:29 21. Faye Gagnon 28:07 115. Connie McGraw 35:57
David Alley 1:11:29 22. Linda Holton 28:12 116. Joice Boutin 36:07
Richard Guyer 1:11:36 23. Joy Eon 28:19 117. Joylene Summers 36:25
Basil Smith, Jr. 1:11:47 24. Cheryl Leblanc 28:22 118. Brenda Cushman 36:26
John Stanley 1:11:50 25. Katti Towa 28:27 119. Donna Stone 36:31
John Lavin 1:11:55 26. Leslie Walls 28:28 120. Lynda Provost 36:32
Larry Johnson 1:11:58 27. Suzie Swenson 28:34 121. Judy Kelley 36:33
Richard Butler 1:12:06 28. Jill Decker 28:38 122. Susan Caron 36:36
Tom Mapleton 1:12:08 29. Monica Knight 28:39 123. Dianne Derry 36:37
Ken Swapp 1:12:15 30. Connie Gilman 28:40 124. Pat Flanders 36:42
Jerri Bushey 1:12:16* 31. Helen Hamilton 28:41 125. Lynn Sicuro 36:43
Stephen Brennan 1:12:35 32. Lisa Smith 28:49 126. Joanne Roberge 36:48
Cathy Kessenich 1:13:04* 33. JoAnne Voccia 28:53 127. Dianne McCarthy 36:49
Cynthia Mroch 1:13:31* 34. Patricia Murray 28:56 128. Cynthia Dumas 36:52
Paul Stoyell 1:13:42 35. Denise Harlow 29:02 129. Sharon Pease 36:53
Larry Putch 1:13:42 36. Lenora Felker 29:16 130. Patricia Schiro 36:54
George Shea 1:13:47 37. Linda Maloy 29:22 131. Elizabeth Jurkowski 37:00
Gail Schade 1:14:12* 38. Mary Hodgkin 29:26 132. Sally Paterson 37:21
Linda Bedard 1:14:17* 39. Debbie Mininni 29:35 133. Diane Fitzgerald 37:24
David Hammer 1:14:27 40. Denise Bouchard 29:36 134. Wendy Newton 37:25
Charles Clapper, Jr. 1:14:50 41. Christa Curtis 29:37 135. Vicki McCarthy 37:26
Dennis Marble 1:14:58 42. Jerri Bushey 29:42 136. Joan Lavin 37:27
Nancy Carson 1:15:28* 43. Louise Rogers 29:47 137. Peggy Wilson 37:33
Ellen Spring 1:15:43* 44. Jean Smith 29:57 138. Melodie DeVannesse 37:45
Donald Sanborn 1:15:44 45. Ann Schiro 30:02 139. Pat Moison 37:56
Elizabeth Laverack 1:16:03* 46. Sandee Prescott 30:10 140. Evelyn Ring 38:00
Stan Robins 1:16:07 47. Debbie Tefft 30:38 141. Debbie Charles 38:02
William Tozier 1:16:19 48. Adreth Rackliff 30:42 142. Mary Murbach 38:06
Joan Leslie 1:16:43* 49. Stacey Murdock 30:48 143. Karen Massey 38:07
Kyna Leski 1:17:57* 50. Patricia Collamer 30:49 144. Kathy Rush 38:13
Catherine Shea 1:18:17* 51. Catie Knight 31:00 145. Pat McGovern 38:20
146 Joan Boisse 38:21 24. John Flaherty 31:07 118. Peter Beal 44:36
147 Janine Jurkowski 38:35 25. Bruce Campbell 31:12 119. Gardiner Hall 44:59
148 Arlene Roy 38:44 26. Amy Campbell 31:13* 120. Catherine Hersey 45:18*
149 Joyce Freeman 39:26 27. John Hanson 31:14 121. Arnie Smith 45:55
150 Marianne Doherty 39:27 28. George Fardelmann 31:26 122. JoAnn Hall 45:59*
151 Christine Petit 39:42 29. Peter Wolley 31:32 123. Carl Henderson 46:11
152 Charlene Torrey 39:52 30. Jim Williams 31:34 124. Wayde Carter 46:17
153 Nanette Jolicoeur 40:04 31. John Aufmuth 31:59 125. Larry Casey 46:40
154 Carol Wooten 40:35 32. Carleton Small 32:11 126. Danny Hastings 46:44
155 Marianne Powell 40:39 33. Joe Bouchard III 32:22 127. Tim Armstrong 47:05
156 Kathy MacTaggert 40:52 34. Ricky Hayward 32:30 128. Ann McCann 47:22*
157 Catherine Chase 43:01 35. Robert Harvey 32:40 129. Ruth Bagley 47:22*
158. Elaine Hevey 43:10 36. Greg Dorr 32:54 130. Jack Collipp 48:45
159. Nancy Zito 43:24 37. Alex Grant 32:55 131. Joe McBrine 50:39
160. Heidi Conn 43:46 38. Vladimir Drozdoff 33:12 132. Carlton Love 50:39
161. Ruth Crowe 45:58 39. Frank McGrady 33:39 133. Noe Sapiel 51:39
162. Mary Goering 48:09 40. John Fransue 33:39 134. Jane Smith 51:48*
163. Diane Dube 50:03 41. Greg Randall 33:42 135. Patricia Holubek 51:49*
164. Shelley Atkinson 52:49 42. Jim Burnett 33:43 136. Kristin Lothrop 51:57
165. Annabelle Carpenter 54:37 43. Fred Schmidt 33:46 137. Tom Ozimek 52:37
166. Sue Roberge 54:38 44. Rick McGuire 33:53 138. Steven Doucette 55:55
45. Clifford Hall 33:55 139. Maurine Gensheimer 56:35*
Results courtesy of Jeanne Berthiaume 46. Ron Wietzke 33:56 140. Jeff Master 58:02
Race Director 47. Paul Grossinier 34:01 141. Tom Beyer 58:03
48. Kevin Pottle 34:01 142. Judy Shepard-Kege 63:02*
* * AAAAAAAAAAA A A A A A 49. Merle Knowles, Jr. 34:14 143. Debi Gevry 63:03*
50. Bob Johnson 34:18 144. Charlene Rock 72:18*
WASHBURN FESTIVAL RUN 2.9 MILE 51. Ron Brokaw 34:18 145. Kent Anson Wakefield 85:00
Aug 20th 52. John Trefethen 34:18
— 53. Terry Cousins 34:26 Results courtesy of Mike Worcheste
54. Gil Roderick 34:46 Race Director
1. David Mangus 15:08 55. Sam Auerbach 35:17
2. Randy Wilcox 15:59 56. Dana Urquhart 35:21 A A AAAAAAAAAA A A A A A
3. David Rand (M) 16:50 57. David Dowley 35:22
4. Owen Jackson 17:13 58. Mark Roberts 35:23 SKOWHEGAN LOG DAY 10K
5. David Maxey (M) 17:23 59. Robert Gensheimen 35:46 Aug 27th
6. Mike Watson 17:37 60. Braden Alley 35': 57 —
7. Pete Cuff 17:49 61. Richard Mawhinney 35:59
8. Merle Bragg 17:59 62. Chris Hastins 36:03 1. Hank Chipman 33:20
9. Ernest Bragg 18:18 63. Laura Lee Ketchum 36:17* 2. Peter Lessard 33:33
10. Michael Dohnelly 18:25 64. Susan Blaisdell (M) 36:24* 3. Bill Hine 34:12
11. John May 18:33 65. Richard Larson 36:52 4. Dennis Croteau 35:27
12. Larry Mangus (M) 18:39 66. Bob Jancoivicz 36:57 5. Brian McCrea 35:55
13. Ben Maxey 18:55 67. Terry Lee Rowden 36:58 6. Brad Brown 36:21
14. Jim Buckley 19:19 68. Perley Merrick 37:04 7. Mike Lancaster 36:34
15. Pat Maxey 19:31 69. Steve Fellin 37:07 8. Terry Priest 37:08
16. Connie Coff 19:48* 70. Jim Hurst 37:10 9. Chris McMann 38:11
17. Eddie St. John (M) 20:52 71. Charles Duncan 37:21 10. Gust Stringos 38:15
18. A. Ouellet (S) 21:21 72. Bill Newkirk 37:32 11. Terry Dostie 38:25
19. John McElwee 21:30 73. Donald Barker, Jr. 37:32 12. Amy Campbell 39:30*
20. Randy Bragg 22:28 74. Gary Googins 37:33 13. Rodney Kilkenny 39:57
21. Brad Bragg 22:28 75. Tom McKinney 37:40 14. Vernard Lewis 40:53
22. Mike Mangus 22:35 76. Bob Rier 37:53 15. Martin Schiff 40:55
23. Sam Dobson 23:24 77. Minke Bilrcock 37:54 16. Paul Messer 41:11
24. Darcie McElwee 27:16* 78. Dr. David Erickson 37:59 17. Greg Bisson 41:55
25. April McLaughlin 27:57* 79. John Dzierzynski 38:09 18. Dan Dwyer 42:11
26. Gilbert McLaughlin (M) 27:57 80. Tony McKim 38:16 19. David Blair 42:19
27. Dr. Seratella** (V) 35:17 81. Alan Lewis 38:18 20. Mark Chessman 42:40
28. Milton Bailey** (V) 38:16 82. Bobby Newell 38:22 21. David Bushey 42:49
83. Chuck Dorr 38:23 22. Stuart Perkins 43:10
** Walkers 84. Tom Severance 38:28 23. Ron Paquette 43:11
85. Thomas Hawkins 38:40 24. Bernie Peatman 43:41
Results courtesy of Lawrence Whipkey 86. Richard Butler 38:52 25. William LaCasse 44:03
Race Director 87. James Vereault 39:00 26. David Bushey 44:14
88. Leslie Gardner 39:02* 27. Norman Jackson, Jr. 44:25
A A AAAAAAAAAAA A A A A A 89. Linda Bedard 39:11* 28. Charles Weymouth 44:36
90. Paul Vane 39:13 29. Ed Thompson 44:44
83 BLUEBERRY RUN 91. Wayne Smith 39:37 30. Palotie Pehha 45:11
Machias 5 Mile Aug 20th 92. Kathy Costleigh 39:44 31. Jon Thibeault 45:59
—— 93. Alfred Babson 39:57 32. Jerri Bushey 46:12*
94. Blake Certa 39:58 33. Roger Poulin 46:14
1. Peter Millard 25:37.9 95. Kurt Ludwig 40:12 34. John Malek 46:34
2. Sheril Sprague 26:07 96. Marty Medonca 40:29 35. Charles Wilkins 46:45
3. Mike Westphal 27:16 97. Joan Leslie 40:37* 36. Amy Adler 47:15*
4. Peter Davis 27:31 98. Steve Fogelson 40:51 37. Kenton Viles 47:18
5. Steve Frederick 27:37 99. Millard Crowley 41:09 38. James Herring 48:33
6. Daryl Waldrop 27:45 100. Brian Albee 41:13 39. Alan Campbell 48:58 '
7. Phil Stuart 28:08 101. Nancy Davis 41:29* 40. Doug Allen 49:10
8. Steve Carle 28:25 102. Matthew Neshitt 41:32 41. Mike Adams 49:58
9. Mickey Lackey 29:08 103. David Norling 41:45 42. Mary McCann-Baker 50:06*
10. Donald Wilken (M) 29:22 104. Marc Soto 41:49 43. Jerry St. Amand 50:07
11. Gary Allen 29:24 105. Joyce Beckley 41:51* 44. Karen LaCasse 50:14*
12. Mike Francis 29:38 106. Jeff Clark 41:57 45. Stanley Pride 50:36
13. David Alley 29:49 107. David Rohret 42:26 46. Peggy Clark 50:54*
14. Mark Brzezinski 29:55 108. Susan Newkirk-Sanborn 42:30* 47. Gary Fitzpatrick 50:59
15. Joe Schmidt 29:56 109. Gerald Quimby 42:44 48. DonnaJean Pohlman 51:05*
16. Mike Russ 30:06 110. Christopher Ward 43:03 49. Sarah Roy 51:05*
17. Craig Maker 30:07 111. Robert Bouchard 43:13 50. Steven Giorgetti 51:25
18. Bion McFadden 30:14 112. Dorothy Perry 43:42* 51. Fawn Paradis 51:49*
19. Allan Lockyer 30:35 113. Jim Babson 43:42 52. Drew Ketterer 52:29
20. Bruce Bridgham 30:36 114. Samuel Bartlett 44:19 53. Ron LaFratta 52:59
21. Rolf Westphal 30:42 115. Wallace Hall 44:20 54. Suzanne Fitzpatrick 54:33*
22. George Fountas 30:50 116. Paul Berg 44:20 55. Blanchard Hupper 54:40
23. Bill Pinkham 30:58 117. Steve Apsega 44:34 56. Marvon Hupper 54:40
57. Jeanne Shay 55:16* 74. Paul Ivaska 51:21 19. Tom Wanning 1:04:06
58. Bill Stone 55:17 75. Edward Sprague (V) 52:05 20. Frank Donaldson 1:04:43
59. Dave Cappella 55:20 76. Alan Berkov (M) 52:52 21. Peter Reilly (M) 1:04:43
60. Marianne Steinhacker 55:52* 77. Robert Asch (M) 53:39 22. Paul Halpern 1:05:27
61. Elizabeth Griffin 56:28* 78. Laurel Kane 53:42* 23. Tobin Slaven 1:05:38
62. Bob James 58:51 79. Thelma Laste (S') 54:06* 24. C. Hatfield (M) 1:08:10
63. John Alsop 60:09 80. John Griffin 54:28 25. Mardi Marean 1:10:07
64. Ron Korzeniowski 62:22 81. Tom Foster 54:30 26. Michele Fay 1:11:13*
65. Joyce Sheridan 63:02* 82. Diane Nichols 54:56* 27. Frank Marean (S) 1:21:47
66. Laurie Deraspe 69:38* 83. Debra Goodwin 55:22*
84. Anne Sullivan (M) 55:47* Results courtesy of Steve Elliot
Results courtesy of Bob Nicholson 85. Kay Moroney (M) 56:17* Racet Director
Race Director 86. Sean Fitzgerald 56:44
Leonard Weiss 56:44 * * ********** * * * * ** * ****** ******t***** 88. Donna Gianoulis 56:58*
89. Patty Murchie 57:29* FIRST ANNUAL SUGARLOAF MARATHON
WELLS BEACH 10k ROAD RACE
Aug 27th
90. Juliann Baroldi 57:48* Eustis to Kingfield Aug 28th
Wells 91. Deborah Osgood 58:47*
1. Jay Haug 31:37
92. Nancy Zonana 68:36*
1. Peter Millard 2:23:44
WELLS BEACH 15K ROAD RACE 2. Rock Green 2:28:29
2. Scott Brown 32:09 Wells Aue 28th 3. Bruce Ellis 2:33:15
3. Ken Letoumeau 32:45 4. Gino Valerian! 2:38:19
4. Ken Botting 33:12 5. Raymond Bell 2:41:14
5. Eric DeMarco 33:36 1. Scott Brown 48:38 6. Phil Stuart 2:43:08
6. John Demers 35:24 2. Rob Spaulding 50:08 7. Kent MacDonald 2:48:56
7. Billy Clapham 36:13 3. Steve O’Connell 51:54 8. David Noble 2:50:08
8. Rick Coughlin 37:01 4. Ken Houle 53:34 9. Richard Smith 2:50:48
9. Mike Collins (M) 37:11 5. Don Allison 53:55 10. Patrick Connell 2:52:12
10. Trey Cassidy 37:14 6. Mark Hutton 55:00 11. Michael Simoneau 2:53:08
11. Larry Kinner 37:38 7. Richard L’Heureux 55:03 12. Ken Newsome 2:55:30
12. Peter Hanson (M) 37:51 3. Ron Senosk 57:16 13. Barry Siff 2:56:45
13. Lee Gove 38:05 9. Paul Cote 57:31 14. Dean Rasmussen 2:57:32
14. Arnold Amoroso (M) 38:22 10. Don Wilson 58:01 15. Gary Allen 2:59:13
15. Jim Swan 38:25 11. Larry Kinner 58:02 16. Guy Berthiaume 3:02:04
16. Michael Lally 38:34 12. Peter Hanson (M) 58:31 17. John Dudley 3:02:25
17. Tim Noonan 38:40 13. Mike Tempesta 58:35 18. Walter Williams 3:04:34
18. Randy Cole 38:45 14. Greg Baston 59:00 19. Joel Titcorr.b 3:05:31
19. Ray Fournier 39:20 15. Mike Farmer 59:05 20. Anne Marie Davee 3:05:34*
20. Brian Daly 39:28 16. Guy Martin 59:50 21. Ken Sylvester 3:07:03
21. Mark Lavenduski 39:49 17. Ray Fournier 1:01:00 22. Martin Donlon 3:07:05
22. Michael Flagg 39:54 18. Ed Doughty 1:03:15 23. Albert Pulver 3:08:48
23. Nancy Schmidt 40:03* 19. Frank Netto 1:03:32 24. Bob Booker 3:11:53
24. Bob Hartley 40:28 20. John Griffin (M) 1:03:58 25. Terence Goodlad 3:14:16
25. Doug Canfield (M) 40:56 21. Jeannine Forest 1:04:00* 26. James Kein 3:14:38
26. Gregory Baston 41:02 22. Gael Tempesta 1:05:45* 27. Frank Kniglt 3:15:35
27. Chris Howard 41:03 23. Mark Mulcahey 1:08:38 28. Michael Aldrich 3:16:29
28. Tim Shafer 41:16 24. Greg Patterson 1:08:39 29. Glenn Carver 3:16:52
29. Frank Netto 41:18 25. Mike Hayes 1:09:41 30. Mark Jose 3:17:04
30. John Griffin (M) 41:23 26. Ellen McCurtin 1:09:45* 31. William Hoffman 3:17:12
31. John Dwyer 41:27 27. Mark Ingalls 1:09:49 32. Beverly Burchell 3:17:32*
32. Craig Zahares 41:28 28. Roger White 1:10:05 33. David Comeau 3:18:50
33. Bruce Aldrich 41:51 29. George Hutchins (M) 1:10:08 34. Michael Guidi 3:20:43
34. Joseph Drane 41:57 30. Don Berthiaume 1:11:01 35. Fred Ward 3:21:51
35. Arthur McDermott 42:50 31. Linda Woodward 1:11:08* 36. Bill Green 3:21:57
36. John Harbottle 43:00 32. Ron Ouellette 1:11:41 37. Lenny Hatch 3:22:44
37. Jimmy Trade1 43:01 33. George Bell 1:15:19 38. Harvey Rohde 3:24:43
38. Libby Greaney 43:09 34. Arthur Bell 1:16:11 39. Allen Kerr 3:25:56
39. Dan Cremin 43:18 35. John Ingalls (S) 1:17:57 40. Bob Petrino 3:28:22
40. Paul Vose 43:40 36. Robert Smith 1:19:59 41. John Cole 3:29:41
41. Bruno Bagnachi (M) 43:47 37. Francis Smith 1:20:03 42. Joanne Cole 3:30:47*
42. Mike DelGrande 43:58 38. Sandra Hayes (M) 1:20:09* 43. David Body 3:30:59
43. Keith Brunelle (M) 44:31 39. Everett Ashe (S) 1:20:39 44. William Kasabuski 3:31:41
44. Brian McCaffret 44:41 40. Kathleen Reichardt 1:36:04* 45. Phil Kay 3:31:47
45. Mark Ingalls 44:44 46. Edmond Turgeon 3:32:40
46. Richard Cohen 45:02 Results courtesy of Cecile LaFramboise 47. Brenda LoPotro 3:34:53*
47. Nancy Woods 45:06* Race Director 48. Bill LoPotro 3:34:53
48. Tom Mulcahy (M) 45:19 49. Harry Chiul 3:36:57
Scott Sumner 45:19 * * ************ ***** 50. Steve Perry 3:38:21
50. James Berger 45:24 51. Sandra Daniel 3:38:49*
51. Bob Garrett 45:30 NORTHERN BAY ATHLETIC CLUB 1983 52. Louise Dunlap 3:39:59*
52. Robert George 45:34 BLUE HILL MOUNTAIN CHALLENGE X-C 53. Nancy Carey 3:40:18*
53. Gary Rohr 45:38 Blue Hill 6.? Miles Aua 27th 54. Blanchard Hupper 3:42:52
54. Daniel McGee 45:42 55. Paul Belanger 3:44:57
Tim Tiches (M)55. 45:47 56. Robert Waddle 3:45:13
56. Dan Harvey 45:51 1. Peter Churney 39:40 57. Chcuk Boover 3:50:04
57. John Wells (M) 45:55 2. Mike Gaige 40:27 58. Martin Wise 3:52:47
58. Mary Anne Moreney 46:03* 3. Ralph Freeze 41:11 59. Michael LaCroix 3:56:42
59. David Goodwin (M) 46:12 4. Harold Hatch (M) 41:37 60. James Meldrum 3:59:21
60. Bob McGee 46:16 5. Chris Jones 42:07 61. Peter Minnehan 3:59:26
61. Paul Harvey 46:18 6. Steve Frederick 44:27 62. Jim Lowery 4:04:14
62. Russell Laste (M) 46:26 7. Dana Perry 46:58 63. Bertrand Genron 4:14:00
63. Steve Losier 46:46 8. Jim Burnett 47:14
64. Sandy Tremblay 47:41 9. Barbara Pike (M) 51:16* RESULTS COURTESY OF CHIP CAREY
65. Kenneth Ravioli 48:47 10. Tonly Beardsley 51:41 RACE DIRECTOR
66. Skip Alford 49:16 11. Tim Wiggins 54:15
67. Kevin Kelley 49:18 12. Andrea Hatch (M) 54:51* * * ***********C * * * **
68. Tricia Erwin 49:20* 13. Gil Roderick (S) 55:16
69. John Ingalls (S) 49:23 14. Tony Aman 57:26
70. Mary Tiches (M) 49:50* 15. Robert Violette 57:52
71. Linda Buckley (M) 50:03* 16. Stephanie Raussev 59:58*
72. Pamela Fisher 50:12* 17. C.D. Illick (M) 1:00:38
73. Trace Alford 50:53* 18. Matt Coffin 1:01:39
OLD TOWN/ORONO 5K THE Y WAY 
Old Town 3.4 Mile Aug 27th
1. Glendon Rand 16 42
2. Roy Morris 17 17
3. Gary Allen Dawson 17 29
4. John Condon 17 53
5. Tim Marquis 18 14
6. Tyrone Bess 18 25
7. Michael Daigle 18 50
8. Alex Hammer 19 12
9. Brent Leighton 19 27
10. Phil St. Pierre 19 28
11. Greg Potter 19 43
12. John Sucec 20 02
13. Stephen Palley 20 07
14. Don Ardine 20 07
15. Bruce Theriault 20 09
16. Pat Boss 20 31
17. Jeff Brown 20 37
18. Paul Howard 20 38
19. Steve Marquis 20 41
20. Greg Snowden 20 42
21. Richard Lindsay 20 46
22. Larry Scofield 20 54
23. Tim Barker 21 00
24. Bill Wardwell 21 05
25. Joe Clapper 21 08
26. Brian Lenard 21 08
27. Gerry Clapper 21 10
28. Michael Beale 21 12
29. Ron Dupuis 21 22
30. Don Canning 21 46
31. Ann Blumer 21 48*
32. William Comeau 21 59
33. John Cashman 22 02
34. Ed Delaware 22 04
35. Kenny Audet 22 28
36. Don Baker, Jr. 22 32
37. Dan Boyle 22 33
38. Bill Lawler 22 48
39. Jason Rush 22 50
40. Deanne Wade 22 53*
41. Joe Gallant 23 23
42. Barbara Beal 23 29*
43. John Wakely 23 33
44. Jeanette LaPlante 23 54*
45. Jon Dickhaut 24 14
46. Mike Fletcher 24 15
47. Larry Audet 24 58
48. Melissa Nantkes 25 00*
49. Mary McGann 25 02*
50. Jesse Field 25 24
51. John Field 25 25
52. Matt Sucec 25 29
53. Rene Collins 25 33*
54. Pete Pelletier 25 37
55. Lance Cote 25 42
56. Charles Clapper 25 47
57. Neils Nelson 25 52
58. Bob Magaw 26 03
59. Rick Wilson 26 04
60. Lee Rush 26 05
61. Harry Trask 26 10
62. Amy Curtis 26 37*
63. Michele Arsenault 26 44*
64. Tom Duplessie 26 50
65. Ed Delaware 27 15
66. Kenny Leonard 28 22
67. Leona Clapper 28 24*
68. Charles Murphy 29 17
69. Scott Libby 29 31
70. Wade Shaefer 29 31
71. Allison Muth 29 35*
72. Jodie Ferro 29 37*
73. Moira Vereault 29 55*
74. Carolyn Wade 29 55*
75. Jim Gilbert 30 13
76. Carol Jones 30 16*
77. W.R. Dickhaut 30 28
78. Dede Smart 30 29*
79. Donna Snowman 31 41*
80. Sean Sevigny 33 43
81. Cynthia Sayles 33 44*
82. Edna Naids 34 14*
83. Susan Wade 34 56*
84. Brenda Theriault 35 55*
85. Jeff Plourde 36 47
86. Jesse Vernon 37 19
87. Jim Vernon 37 20
88. Derek White 39 25
89. Mary Dalton Verault 40 19*
Results courtesy of Laurie Osgood
1. James Newett 26 15
2. Peter Chruney 26 30
3. Mike Westphal 26 49
4. Chris Bovie 26 54
5. Steve Carle 27 08
6. Doug Graves 28 01
7. Rick Lane 28 18
8. Tom Crane (M) 28 19
9. Brian McCrea 28 43
10. Ralph Freeze 28 50
11. Mickey Lackey 28 51
12. Floyd Wilson 28 55
13. Tim Rensema 28 57
14. Kevin Rolfe 29 21
15. Tim Parritt 29 26
16. Gerry Priest 29 28
17. Mark Webbers 29 34
18. Mike Francis 29 38
19. 3ob Melvin 29 40
20. Andy Dolby 29 43
21. Tom Egan 29 44
22. Robert Wren 29 49
23. Tom Scagliarini 29 50
24. Dave Farley (M) 29 50
25. Paul Comeau 29 55
26. Joe Grondon 30 06
27. Steve Peterson 30 11
28. Chris Peters 30 15
29. Calvin True 30 18
30. Rick Packie 30 29
31. John Fox 30 29
32. Dave Terry 30 31
33. Eric Mattson 30 33
34. Paul Rego 30 51
35. Mike Hudson 30 55
36. Brent Leighton 31 00
37. Mike Lantz 31 05
38. Cliff Rogers 31 09
39. Robin Emery 31 11*
40. Hassan Sowat 31 29
41. Bill Pinkham 31 30
42. Tim Grady 31 34
43. Richard Sayles 31 40
44. Eric Ellis 31 45
45. Doug DeAngelis 31 46
46. Mike Thompson 31 48
47. Jeff Owen 31 53
48. Greg Hildreth 31 54
49. Ken Semsen 31 56
50. Kevin Kenny 31 58
51. Cynthia Lynch 32 06*
52. Jeff Turner 32 10
53. Ed Harrow 32 13
54. Skip Howard 32 13
55. Bobby Naval1 32 14
56. Chris Hamilton 32 16
57. Tim Quirion 32 22
58. Ralph Boss 32 25
59. Dennis Goulet 32 28
60. Frank Woodard 32 29
61. Bruce Theriault 32 31
62. Don Ardine 32 32
63. Walt Luro 32 38
64. Jon Finnigan 32 54
65. Paul Grosswiler 33 03
66. Charles Allen 33 07
67. Larry Rich 33 09
68. Fred Merriam 33 14
69. Brian Leonard 33 18
70. Jeff Wren 33 21
71. Andy Luro 33 23
72. Jeff Farley 33 25
73. Neal Billetdeaux 33 32
74. Ann Blumer 33 35*
75. Stu Perkins 33 37
76. Frank Bragg 33 39
77. Ben Levek 33 40
78. Tom Kirby 33 51
79. Jim Gildart 33 52
80. Don Richardson 33 53
81. Jim Westhoven 33 55
82. Albert Brill 33 56
83. Matt Ewing 33 56
84. Glenn Miles 33 59
85. Mike Beale 34 01
86. Alvin Smith 34 07
87. John Pfleiderer 34 08
88. Peter MacKintosh 34 12
89. John Perry 34 14
90. Dan Doherty 34 14
21st ANNUAL BANGOR LABOR DAY ROAD RACE 
Bangor 5.01 miles Sep 5th
91. Greg Randall 34:33
92. Paul Connor 34:35
93. Terry Cousins 34:36
94. John Cashman 34:38
95. Art Kotredes 34:40
96. Jack Turner 34:41
97. Ray Owen 34:44
98. Mark Hardison 34:53
99. Buddy Patterson 34:56
100. Dave Bushey 35:00
101. John Perkins 35:05
102. Tom Mulvey 35:05
103. Bernie Kubetz 35:06
104. Carl Sanborn 35:07
105. Joe Raczek 35:09
106. Dave Rose 35:12
107. Peter Hamm 35:14
108. Dave McQuilkin 35:16
109. Steve Fitch 35:17
110. Sandra Daniels 35:22*
111. Dave Bradbury 35:25
112. Gil Roderick 35:28
113. Don Back 35:34
114. Carl Bowen 35:42
115. Ed Thompson 35:44
116. Pat Evans 35:44
117. Allan Lobozzo 35:46
118. Dan Crocker 35:47
119. Jay Leonard 35:52
120. Ken Lantz 35:55
121. Lonnie Stevenson 35:56
122. Bill Lawlor 35:58
123. John Wakely 36:03
124. Doug Knobloch 36:04
125. James George 36:04
126. Bruce Nye 36:12
127. Mike Bassi 36:16
128. Richard Guyer 36:16
129. Lori Holyoke 36:19*
130. Diane Wood 36:22*
131. Joe Gallant 36:36
132. Chuck Blodget 36:47
133. Vaughn Holyoke 36:53
134. Rick Liberty 36:58
135. Joan Merriam 37:02*
136. Barbara Beal 37:02*
137. Eric Ward 37:02
138. Eric Tyler 37:03
139. Paul Guerin 37:28
140. Tammi Richardson 37:30*
141. Bob Bolich 37:38
142. Charles Smith 37:39
143. Greg Halpem 37:48
144. Sheila Hodges 37:48*
145. Jerry St. Araand 37:50
146. Mark Fitzpatrick 37:54
147. Jon Davis 37:55
148. David Lobozzo 38:01
149. Richard Varney 38:02
150. Jerry Bates 38:04
151. Tom Williams 38:04
152. David Bushey 38:05
153. Walter Paine 38:10
154. Catie Dean 38:23*
155. Bob Johnson 38:25
156. Harold Cross 38:34
157. Jerri Bushey 38:37*
158. Kevin Meaney 38:40
159. Robert Borok 38:41
160. Eddie Brissette 38:42
161. Scott Dunning 38:43
162. Jill Broody 38:48*
163. Stanley Pride 38:50
164. Garrett Long 38:50
165. Heather Lobozzo 38:52
166. Aurelle Ouellet 38:56
167. Wayne Smith 39:06
168. Rene Collins 39:09*
169. Jim Garrity 39:11
170. Larry Rytky 39:09
171. Steve Coffin 39:11
172. Aaron Merriam 39:11
173. Sheila Lynch 39:12*
174. Terry McGlauflin 39:22
175. Eddie St. John 39:26
176. James Herring 39:40
177. Karen Maginn 39:54*
178. Rick Biche 39:55
179. Mike Fletcher 39:57
180. Seth True 39:59
181. Dan Soucier 40:04
182. Ken Hodsdon 40:08
183. Dawn Fraser 40:09
184. Robert Brown 40:11
185. Hope Mills 40:21*
186. Leonard DeMuro 40:22
187. Steve Giorgetti 40:28
188. William Arata 40:41
189. Anissa Sanborn 40:42*
190. Lisa Varney 40:43*
191. Britt Wetmore 41:10
192. Don Osborne 41:10
193. Jon Dickhaut 41:10
194. Harry Trask 41:11
195. Frank Setter 41:11
196. Gary Hughes 41:13
197. Charles Dargon 41:20
198. Chris Peters 41:27
199. Robert Libby 41:43
200. Laura Glaser 41:46*
201. Justin Crawford 42:01
202. Nadine Bullion 42:02*
203. Ken Blaisdell 42:12
204. Rae Fournier-Wren 42:29*
205. Ann Hackett 42:37*
206. Charleen Wiseman 42:38*
207. Lisa Ann Page 42:39*
208. William Baker 42:56
209. Dan Gallant 42:57
210. J.D. Gould 43:14
211. Jason Crawford 43:25
212. Paul Martin 43:26
213. Mary Lobozzo 43:34*
214. Gary Hunter 43:44
215. Maureen Guerin 43:54*
216. Jeff Plourde 43:54
217. James Gilbert 44:04
218. Helen Thompson 44:31*
219. Tom Wood 45:04
220. Gary Larkin 45:11
221. Sally Crock 46:20*
222. Cynthia Sayles 46:44*
223. Angeli Perrow 46:47*
Results courtesy of Bob Booker
Race Director
★ a a ********* * * * * *
CASTINE TWOSOME AND OPEN ROAD RACE
Castine 5 mile Aug 20th
♦
1. Mark Hatch 26:21
2. Bruce Ellis 26:42
3. Peter Churaey 26:50
4. Harold Hatch (M) 27:42
5. Chris Jones 29:03
6. Tim Parritt 29:10
7. Erich Reed 29:11
8. Steve Gross 29:11
9. Mark Stillings 29:30
10. Mike Aldrich 29:31
11. Alex Hammer 29:50
12. Gene Roy 30:07
13. Robert Melvin 30:20
14. Michael Young 30:50
15. Shyue-Ling Chen 31:25
16. Mike Thompson 31:43
17. Matt Sarles 32:38
18. Vaughn Holyoke (M) 32:43
19. Barbara Pike 32:57*
20. Joe Ryan 33:04
21. Andrea Hatch (M) 33:28*
22. Tony Beardsley 33:29
23. Chris Fe-guson 34:08
24. Nancy Sullivan 34:25*
25. William Sayers (S) 34:37
26. John Edwards 34:38
27. Ann Blumer 34:38*
28. Eric Larsson 35:16
29. Nancy Adams-Contino 35:20
30. Don Richardson 35:21
31. Robert Hancock 35:29
32. Bruce Mortimer 35:54
33. Mardi Reed (M) 36:04
34. Tim Wiggins 36:25
35. Eric Foster 36:42
36. William Foster 36:43
37. Trey Sharp 36:44*
38. Marie Johnson 36:51
39. Diane McLaughlin 36:56
40. Barbara Goodchild 37:04
41. William Lawlor (S) 37:06
42. Tom Sharp 37:09
43. Nancy Ellis 37:14*
44. Lane Bruns 37:16
45. Issac Poe 37:23
46. Lori Holyoke 37:27*
47. James Dearborn 38:07
48. Stephanie Raussea 38:15*
49. Richard Hale (S) 38:33
50. Charles King (M) 38:43
51. Dennis Noonan (M) 38:50
52. Matt Coffin 39:05
53- Mary Magann 39:04*
54. Sarah Hatch 39:24*
55. Sandy Emerson 39:30*
56. Richard Hart (M) 40:00
57. Lauren Gordon 40:38*
58. Karen Dickes (M) 40:48
59. Dedra Beal 40:54*
60. Frank Setter 41:06
61. Wendy Sayers (M) 41:20*
62. Nancy Whitcomb (M) 41:27*
63. Sarah Roy 41:40*
64. Ken Hodgkin (S) 41:43
65. Jill Baroody 41:58*
66. Paul Davis (M) 42:11
67. Bruce Hooke 42:13
68. Jennifer Mundth 42:39*
69. Geoff Huppe 42:40
70. Patricia Ryan 42:51*
71. Michelle Jewers 43:32*
72. Wendell Cox 44:08
73. Michael Gillette (M) 44:09
74. Charlene Wiseman (M) 44:33*
75. Lynn Hooke 45:19*
76. Judy Lawson 45:20*
77. Judy Parish 45:22*
78. Penny Sharp (M) 45:25
79. Stan Bourne 45:36
80. Caroline Bicks 45:37*
81. Siobbon McDonough 46:22*
82. Aaron Jones 47:33
83. Becky Corso 49:50*
84. Mike Ryan 49:51
85. Dan Greenwald 50:00
Twosome Winners Overall:
1. Mark Hatch 59:13
Barbara Pike New Record
2. Harold Hatch 61:1)
Andrea Hatch
3. Bruce Ellis 63:55
Nancy Ellis
Twosome Age Divisions:
Under 30 Aaron Jones
Becky Corso
97:23
31-39 Tira Parritt
Lori Holyoke
65:37
40-49 Alex Hammer
Ann Blumer
64:28
50-59 Erich Reed
Mardi Reed
65:15
60-69 Gene Roy
Sarah Roy
71:47
70-79 Tony Beardsley 
Karen Dickes
74:17
80-89 Denis Noonan 
Barbara Goodchild
75:54
90-99 Dick Hale
Charlene Wiseman
83:06
100 + Bill Sayres
Wendy Sayres
75:57
Results courtesy of Castine Patriot
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
WASHINGTON COUNTY FAIR 4 MILE RACE
Cherryfield Aug 26th
1. Mike Francis 22:50
2. Deke Talbot 23:48
3. Dave Alley 24:37
4. Mike Worcester 25:34
5. Tom Kirby 26:13
6. Bobby Newell 26:43
7. Joe Ippolito 27:09
8. Chris Hastings 27:18
9. Ron Wietzke 27:25
10. Joe Sapiel 27:27
11. Jamie Robertson 28:11
12. Gregg Stevens 28:16
13. Braden Alley 28:55
14. Sean Hatt 29:51
15. Frank Lank 30:12
16. Les Gardner 30:16
17. Richard Butler 30:30
18. A1 Lewis (M) 30:49
19. Paul Vane (M) 31:04
20. Brian Albee 31:30
21. Roger Peterson 32:35
22. Seth Hatt 37:08
23. Liz Demetrius 37:26*
24. Bill Layman 39:05
Results courtesy of Phil Stuart 
Race Director
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2ND ANNUAL FLATIRON 5
Sherman Sep 5th
1. Mark Chasse 28:02
2. Tim Robinson 29:34
3. Todd Thurlow 30:08
4. 30:37
5. Mike Doore 30:50
6. Bruce Twombly 31:06
7. Mark Nesbitt 31:09
8. Larry Whipkey 31:42
9. Larry Tenut 32:10
10. Eric Thurlow 32:48
11. Steve Curlis 33:00
12. Richard Lindsay 33:20
13. Gerald Michaud 33:57
14. Ervin MacDonald 34:08
15. Mark Graham 34:17
16. Barry Dickinson 34:18
17. Jon Ellis 36:01
18. Dennis Drew 36:07
19. Peter Ellis 36:01
20. John Carson 37:11
21. Charles Sprague 37:15
22. Brent Grass 38:03
23. Patrick Blake 38:27
24. 39:28
25. Eric Quint 39:32
26. Charlie Lane 39:50
27. Benita Qualey 39:52*
28. Jeff McNally 39:59
29. Sharon Pratt 41:29*
30. Patrick Hunt 41:30
31. David Doore 45:16
32. Leslie Gordon 48:12*
33. Joan Gordon 48:48*
34. Wayne Thurlow 49:17
Results courtesy of Barry
McGlaughlin - Race Director
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DYER-SENTINEL 10K Classic 
Winslow Sep 11th
1. Chris Bovie Record* 32:42
2. Peter Lessard 33:37
3. Hank Chipman 33:54
4. Fred Judkins 35:33
5. Alton Stevens 36:19
6. Bob Melvin 37:24
7. Mike Bard 38:31
8. Dale Pelletier 38:42
9. Terry Dostie 39:15
10. Paul Pelletier 39:37
11. Brian Benedict 40:00
12. Travis Wood 40:20
13. Chip Littlefield 40:44
14. Mike Clement 40:46
15. Kim Wettlaufer 40:50
16. Jim Poirier 41:28
17. Jeff Larochelle 41:39
18. Paul Dali 41:42
19. Greg Bisson 41:47
20. David Clinard 42:50
21. Bob Croswell 42:56
22. Marc Begin 43:30
23. Brian Hall 44:25
24. Francis Sabol 44:30
25. Charles Weymouth 44:36
26. Bryce Young 44:45
27. Alan Campbell 44:48
28. John Santer 45:02
29. David Bushey 45:05
30. Robert Kivlin 45:15
31. Gary Bouchard 45:28
32. Reggie Rancourt 45:37
33. James Moore, Jr. 46:02
34. Lucien Lessard 46:10
35. Blanchard Hupper 46:28
36. Tony Wands 46:36
37. Betty Smith 46:40*
38. Rex Nelson 47:36
39. Jerri Bushey 47:43*
40. John Briar 47:46
41. Roy Everlith 48:04
42. Bill Pullen 48:38
43. Chris Schempp 48:56*
44. Brian Cookson 49:06
45. Laurie Lefebvre 49:28*
46. Paul Irgang 49:53
47. Keith Libby 50:15
48. Goff French 50:46
49. Patrick LaVallee 51:11
50. William Atkins 51:28
51. Richard Sabol 51:49
52. Tom Kahl 51:50
53. Peter Spooner 53:17
54. Connie Towne 54:33*
55. David Pierce 54:42
56. Lyndon Barron 54:56
57. Marianne Steinhacker 55:03*
58. Marvon Hupper 55:09
59. Gerard Lemieux 55:10
60. David Capella 55:11
61. Peggy Prouty 55:32*
62. Jeffrey Williams 56:43
63. April Damon 56:52*
64. Bill Stone 57:14
65. Dan Cassidy 58:28
66. Rene Laliberty 59:09
67. Andrea Lessard 60:00*
68. Michelle Chasse 60:08*
69. Roger Lightbody 60:33
70. Alice Black 71:15
Results courtesy of Sri Chinmoy 
Marathon Team - Topsham
*****************
16. Michael Beaudoin (M) 38:52
17. Ken Thompson 39:08
18. Dana Weste 40:23
19. Ronald Gervais 40:30
20. Steve Swindells 40:40
21. Ann Blumer 40:45*
22. Joseph Meehan 40:57
23. Arthur Cunningham 41:08
24. Wm. R. Black 41:09
25. Brian Towne 41:15
26. Carleton Mendell (V) 41:28
27. John Gale 42:41
28. Mike Mageles 42:56
29. Ed Thompson (M) 43:19
30. John Foster 44:08
31. David Gillis 44:16
32. Natalie Buzzell (S) 44:26*
33. Robert Caron (M) 44:54
34. Peter Carleton 45:16
35. Denise Harlow 45:24*
36. Ken Casey 46:03
37. John Lavin 48:00
38. Michael Carleton 48:35
39. Gerald Saint Amand (M) 49:47
40. Philip Pierce (M) 49:51
41. Stephen Hyde 49:56
42. Pam Manelick 50:50*
43. Joan Lavin 51:02*
44. Larry Barron (S) 52:35
45. Margaret Soule (M) 52:37*
46. Jane Barron 52:49*
47. Dee Nicely (M) 53:01*
48. Joyce Beckley 54:11*
49. Judith Kelly (M) 56:16*
50. W.E. Lazette (M) 59:49
51. Robert Carleton (S) 86:11
Run!
For the BEST
Of Your Life
Results courtesy of Gene Roy
Race Director
*****************
DYER-SENTINEL CLASSIC 2 MILE FUN RUN
1. Todd Guite 11:53
2. Tim Kiernan 12:04
3. Mike Bisson 12:05
4. Paul Blair 12:35
5. David Morrison 13:21
6. Paul Bushey 13:31
7. Diane Dolham 14:45*
8. Kathy Dali 15:14*
9. Matt Gauthier 16:04
10. Eileen Anderson 16:10*
11. Chad Lewis 16:40
12. Bryce Cookson 16:41
13. Allison Dali 17:24*
14. Anne Sheble 18:03*
15. Dean Rancourt 18:35
16. Kelly Grenier 18:36*
17. Stan Kramer 19:08
18. John Audet 20:04
19. Jeannie Dernice 20:07*
20. Mark Weymouth 20:15
21. Mary Sabol 20:17*
******************
Them area i any good reasons for 
you not to go running today! It's 
easy...anyone can do it; it's inexpen-
sive... you only need shoes; and its 
great for you...mentally as ivell as 
physically!
Celebrate the fun and the benefits 
of aerobic exercise on October 8. 
1963. Running & Fitness Day!
There !1 be fun mns, races, health 
fairs, fitness festivals, and lots more 
to keep you busy and excited.
For more information about Run-
ning & Fitness Day, contact the 
American Running and Fitness 
Association, 2420 K Street. N.W., 
Washington, D.C. 20037, (202} 
965-3430.
SRI CHINMOY 10,000 METER RUN 
Falmouth Sep 11th
1. Rock Green 32:13
2. James Gildard 32:22
3. Daniel Campbell 34:09
4. James Toulouse 34:33
5. Brian McCrea 35:21
6. Gary Cochrane (M) 35:52
7. Thomas Harrington 36:25
8. Jay LeDuc 36:32
9. John Long 36:47
10. Peter Hanson (M) 36:57
11. Arnold Amoroso (M) 36:59
12. Don Harden 37:03
13. Peter Bastow (M) 38:12
14. John Nichols 38:13
15. Robert Jolicoeur (M) 38:31
Running & Fitness Day, 
October 8, 1983
TROPHIES & 
AWARDS
*Prompt service 
♦Engraving 
♦Trophies 
*Plaques
Economy Trophy 
Bob Hagopian 
109 Main St. 
Madison, Me.
04950 
696-5548 
THE GOOD SPORTS 10 MILER 
Brunswick Aug 21st
90.
91.
007 4 .
93.
1. Collin Peddie 50:00 94.
2. Rock E. Green 51:23 95.
3. Jay Haug 51:35 96.
4. Paul Hammond 52:08 97.
5. Danny Paul 52:35 98.
6. Doug Ingersoll 53:08 99.
7. Pate Bottomley 53:41 100.
8. Ralph A. Fletcher, Jr. 54:08 101.
9. Lance Guliani 54:20 102.
10. Allen Pierce 54:43 103.
11. Kip Krichko 55:12 104.
12. Peter Lessard 55:22 105.
13. Greg Parlin 55:26 106.
14. Don Slmoneau 55:44 107.
13. Bernard Rate 55:52 108.
16. Mitchell Lovering 55:56 109.
17. Werner Pobatschnig 56:09 110.
18. Tom Emery 5): 00 111.
19. Rick Lane 57:11 112.
20. William Sullivan 57:23 113.
21. Daniel E. Campbell 57:25 114.
22. David Roberts 57:51 115.
23. Gary Cochrane 58:05 116.
24. Paul Stulgaitls 58:07 117.
25. Herb Parsons 58:10 118.
26. Greg Nelson 58:15 119.
27. Mike Daly 58:24 120.
28. Philip Wells 58:26 121.
29. Jane Welzel 58:33* 122.
30. George Liming 58:38 123.
31. Dick McFaul 58:40 124.
32. Stacy Bryant 58:42 125.
33. George Johnson, Jr. 58:44 126.
34. Jim Toulouse 58:49 127.
35. Kent MacDonald 58:50 128.
36. Frank Brume 58:58 129.
37. Don Reimer 59:00 130.
38. Bob Coughlin 59:03 131.
39. Tom Prosser 59:11 132.
40. Stewart Palmer 59:15 133.
41. Bob Quentin 59:16 134.
42. Thomas Woolley 59:16 135.
43. Joel Croteau 59:19 136.
44. Bill Haney 59:20 137.
45. Bob Hunt 59:24 138.
46. John Titus, Jr. 59:46 139.
47. James Fee, Jr. 59:47 140.
48. Steve Palmer 59:55 141.
49. Barry Howgate 1:00:00 142.
50. John Leeming 1:00:08 143.
51. Michael Lancaster 1:00:08 144.
52. Erich Reed 1:00:21 145.
53. Jon Wescott 1:00:24 146.
54. Wayne V. Clark 1:00:27 147.
55. Paul S. Merrill 1:00:29
56. Jon Bell 1:00:34
57. Sandra Radis 1:00:43*
58. James Paterson 1:00:47
59. George Prescott 1:00:57
60. Joel Hinshaw 1:00:58
61. Seth Roberts 1:00:59
62. Andrew Peddie 1:01:09
63. Rob Jarrett 1:01:15
64. Bob Hornbeck 1:01:16
65. Judson Esty-Kendall 1:01:21
66. John Fischer 1:01:21
67. David Macomber 1:01:23
68. Bill Fitzsimmons 1:01:31
68a . Steve Caron 1:01:34
69. Gary Weber 1:01:41 c
70. Bob Jolicoeur 1:01:46
71. Jorge Leon 1:01:47
72. David DeLois 1:01:48
73. Darren Billings 1:01:55
74. Mike Simoneau 1:01:58
75. Gregory Dugas 1:01:58 1
76. Robert Cuthbertson II 1:02:11 V
77. Steve Harriman 1:02:25
78. Donald Wilson 1:02:29
79. Tom Swan 1:02:36
80. Dave Smith 1:02:38
81. Mike Cameron 1:02:38
82. Peter Hanson 1:02:44
83. Richard Wells 1:02:45
84. Jeff Brown 1:02:50
35. Kim 3eaulieu 1:02:51*
86. Gregory Lamb 1:02:56
87. John Long 1:03:03
38. Russell Stegemoller 1:03:08
89. Tom Allen 1:03:09
Robert Payne 
Brian Milliken 
Stewart Jordan 
John Lemieux 
Bill Yates 
Ken Newsome 
Steve Ross 
Chuck Massie 
Ben Venskus 
Robert Kallinich 
Steve Doran 
Leslie Bancroft 
Kris Krichko 
James Floyd 
Jason Talerman 
Bob Booker 
Steve Liggett 
Paul Cote 
Don Best 
Ron Cedrone 
Greg Bridgman 
Skip Rove 
Pete Galle 
Nancy Bell 
John Edvards 
Linda LaRue 
Don Andress 
Jack Dennen 
Joby Bonarrlgo 
David Toothaker 
Richard Neal 
Austin Farrar 
Larry Taylor 
Steve Moriarty 
Tim Hawkins 
Rebecca Center 
Russell Martin 
Brad Brown 
Raymond Cooper 
John Peters 
Dick Sabine 
Herb Strom 
Michael Hays 
Roger Putnam 
Dennis Leighton 
Rich Riker 
Ronald Gervais, 
Jon Brawn 
Chris Salamone 
Tom Doten 
Alburn Butler 
Arthur Tome 
Lee Nicely 
Carlton Mendell 
Mike Worden 
Barney Hallowell 
Scott Strout 
Jim DeMint
Jr.
1:03 20 148. Chuck Munier 1:06:59
1:03 25 149. Barry Fifield 1:07:03
1:03 26 150. Harvey Rohde, Jr. 1:07:04
1:03 32 151. Fred Merriam 1:07:08
1:03 34 152. Peter Carr 1:07:08
1:03 42 153. Rick Strout 1:07:13
1:03 44 154. David Bray 1:07:31
1:03 50 155. Paul Lachance 1:07:31
1:03 52 156. Frank Ferland 1:07:36
1:03 56 157. Jack Reagan 1:07:38
1:04 02 158. Phil Hudson, Sr. 1:07:40
1:04 07* 159. No name
1:04 07 160. John Schwerdel 1:07:44
1:04 11 161. Rebecca Muse 1:07:45*
1:04 11 162. Joseph McGovern 1:07:46
1:04 17 163. Robert Kelkamp 1:07:57
1:04 22 164. Edward Miller 1:07:59
1:04 24 165. Don Andress 1:08:01
1:04 25 166. Karen Dinsmore 1:08:02*
1:04 26 167. Lynda Dunn 1:08:08*
1:04 27 168. Karl Wolf 1:08:12
1:04 30 169. Bill Mercier 1:08:16
1:04 32 170. Don Bruce 1:08:18
1:04 34* 171. David McManus 1:08:20
1:04 38 172. Bill Eveen 1:08:27
1:04 42* 173. Howard Sagrons 1:08:45
1:04 45 174. Bill Johnson 1:08:48
1:04 49 175. Donald Sangom 1:08:49
1:04 54 176. John Brooks 1:08:53
1:05 01 177. Randall Wing 1:08:54
1:05 03 178. Joe Aloisio 1:08:55
1:05 06 179. Jo Comeau 1:08:56*
1:05 12 180. Don White 1:08:57
1:05 15 181. A1 Dingley 1:09:09
1:05 18 182. Fred Ward, Jr. 1:09:14
1:05 26* 183. Jim Soule 1:09:22
1:05 31 184. Dave Comeau 1:09:27
1:05 32 185. Don Brewer 1:09:32
1:05 35 186. Kevin Lowey 1:09:35
1:05 37 187. Paul Coombs 1:09:36
1:05 52 188. Gladys Devlck 1:09:37*
1:05 57 189. Carol McRea 1:09:39*
1:06 01 190. no name
1:06 07 191. Bill Kasabuski 1:09:42
1:06 10 192. David Toothaker 1:09:42
1:06 12 193. Ken Sylvester 1:09:49
1:06 14 194. Gordon Chamberlain 1:09:52
1:06 15 195. John Rush 1:10:01
1:06 18 196. Andrew Willis 1:10:04
1:06 23 197. Doug Johnstone 1:10:08
1:06 26 198. Steve Jewell 1:10:13
1:06 27 199. Peter Detroy 1:10:19
1:06 35 200. John Cardis 1:10:24
1:06 40 201. John Edmondson 1:10:26
1:06 46 202. Mark Danyla 1:10:28
1:06 52 203. Ron Poulin 1:10:29
1:06 52 204. Richard Mynahan 1:10:29
1:06 56 205. Christie Baldwin 1:10:30*
f‘Sporting Goods for All Seasons
= Good Sports
3 Pleasant St, Brunswick

Annual
10 KILOMETER AUTUMN GOLD 
ROAD RACE
Sponsored BY:
The Ellsworth Area 
Chamber of Commerce
Date: Saturday, October 22 
Time: 11:00 A.M.
Place: Start at Willey’s
Finish at Linnehan’s
Distance: 6.2 miles
Registration Fee: $4.00. Registration at Linnehan’s from 9:00 - 10:30 a.m. Pre-registration encouraged as 
only the first 100 registered runners will receive T-shirts.
Race Categories: (Male & Female) 
10-under; 11-14 
15-18; 19-29 
30-39; 40-49;
50-59; 60-over
First Place Overall
Race Director: Sheldon Booze
Top 3 in each category wilt receive 
Merchandise & Gift Certificates
Race Features:
Rest Rooms
Time Checks at 1 & 3.1 miles 
Water Station at 3 miles 
Chronomix Time Results 
Electronic Time & Place Display 
Results Published in Maine Running
For More Information: Call YMCA - 667-5647 or Chamber of Commerce - 667-5584. 
Make Checks Payable TO: Chamber of Commerce
ENTRY FORM
Inconsideration of this entry being accepted, I for myself, by heirs and assigns hereby waive and release any 
and all rights and claims I may have against the sponsors of this race.
NAME: ____
ADDRESS: . 
SIGNATURE:
CATEGORY ENTERED: ___________________
Age as of October 22,1983: _________________
Shirt Size (Circle): S M L XL
Mail Entry Form With Fee To: Down East YMCA, Box 512, Ellsworth, Maine 04605

{S5\C&S AT IO AM - .,
«ed»TfMrri©w s &sips  at  S: So at-the Sourti exrreAuce’ 
of-+he Civic <cgsrre?2— _
MArt CMeo:s ftyAftx to (^Augusta Aga JayCees
P.O. SOX 84, AUGUSTA, MAINE 04330
3rd annual
LINCOLN FALL CLASSIC
5K - 3.106 MILES
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1983 (COLUMBUS DAY WEEKEND)
3:00 SHARP. REGISTRATION FROM 2:00 TO 3:00
MATTANAWCOOK JR. HIGH SCHOOL. LINCOLN. MAINE 
(Just a pleasant 45 minute drive from Bangor)
Course: 5 Kilometers (3.106 miles) - wheel measured. Start/Finish at Jr. Higji School.
Facilities: Showers and restrooms available at Jr. High. Bring vour own towel.
Entry Fee: S5.00. ** Free Commerative Runners Cap to first 150 entrants " ”
Awards: Trophy to Overall male and female winner*.
Engraved medallions to 1st, 2nd, & 3rd place finishers in following categories:
MALE FEMALE
Junior (13 & under) Junior (13 & under)
14-18 14-18
19-29 19-29
30 - 39 30 -39
40 & over 40 & over
Ribbons to 4th & 5th place finishers in above categories.
Features: • water station p/2 wav) • times at 1 & 2 miles • all miles marked 
• spotters at all intersections • free liquid refreshments • immediate results 
posted • all auto traffic routed away from course • 1982 field - 150 runners.
NEW FEATURE: “Team Competition”. There will be a special competition for 
teams this year. Teams will consist of 3 runners. There will be 3 categories: all 
male, all female, and mixed. Medallions will be awarded to all team members on 
the 1st place team in each category.
COURSE RECORDS:
Male: Conrad Walton, 15:45 
Female: Michelle Jewers, 19:58
L
Mai
Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:....
Age: .....
Address:
OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM
Sex: M F
Phone: .............................................................................
In consideration of acceptance of this entry, I, for myself, 
heirs and assigns, waive and release any and all rights and 
claims for personal damages I may have against the officials, 
volunteers, or towns involved with this roadrace.
Signature: .... ..................................................................
(parent or guardian if under 18 years old)
Make checks ($5.00) payable to: 
INCOLN FALL CLASSIC 
to: Mike Salvato, Mattanawcook J.H.S.
Lincoln, Maine 04457
School Tel. 794-8935
Fill out following portion only if you are entering TEAM 
COMPETITION:
Age.... ....  Sex: M
Age.... ....  Sex: M
Age.... ....  Sex: M
The Waldo County challenge
NOVEMBER 6th, 1983 
in Belfast, Maine
TWO PERSON
TRIATHLON
CANOE - BIKE - RUN
SPONSORED BY THE 
WALDO COUNTY YMCA
RACE TIME: 12:15 pm
REGISTRATION: In advance, or 10:30 - 11:30 at Belfast Area High School 
ENTRY FEE: $19/team T-shirts for all who pre-register by October 31st
SHOWER & LOCKER FACILITIES AVAILABLE: Pool swim, food, & drink after.
"The Challenge" begins with both team members doing the 3 mile 
canoe course (tidal flatwater on the mouth of the Passagassawakeag 
River, from "City Point" to Belfast City Park). With the completion 
of the canoe leg, one team member must then do the 18.6 mile bicycle 
course (Belfast-Swanville-Belfast). The final leg of the triathlon, 
a 6.2 mile run (Belfast Bay Festival course) will be completed by the 
other team member. The race will be clocked as continuous time, thus 
a team should begin the next leg as soon as finishing the previous one. 
Pit crews to help with equipment, etc. are allowed.
The YMCA will provide water stops on both the bicycle and running 
courses, in addition to having people at Belfast City Park to watch 
the bicycles while the canoe race is in progress.
AWARDS: TROPHIES AND PRIZES TO THE VARIOUS CLASS AND AGE GROUP WINNERS
OF THE TRIATHLON & FOR THE BEST INDIVIDUAL TIMES IN EACH LEG.
CLASSES: I (2 males) II (2 Females) III (1 male, 1 female)
DIVISIONS: By COMBINED team age
This year there will also be 
a male open division and a female 
RECORDS: The "Challenge" records
A (40 & under)/B (41-65)/C (66
a category for solo entrants, with 
open division. ( $10 ENTRY FEE)
for the various legs are as follows:
TRIATHLON: 2 men - 2:14:35 2
CANOE: 2 men - 31:32 2
BIKE: male - 56:45
RUN: male - 33:07
BEST PARENT/OFFSPRING TEAM TIME:
women - 2;55;30 
women - 45:48
female - 1:15:21 
female - 45:41
2:42:41
mixed - 2:33:02 
mixed - 39;27
TEAM REGISTRATION
NAME________________________________________ AGE__________SHIRT SIZE (in men's s,m,l,xl)
MAILING ADDRESS______________________________________ PHONE_________________
NAME__________
ADDRESS______
CLASS: I_
AGE DI VIST Or
AGE SHIRT SI ZE
PHONE
RETURN TO:
_______ III_______
FHONE: (207) 338-4598
WALDO COUNTY YMCA 
P.O. Box 163 
Belfast, MS 04915
RESULTS WILL BE PUBLISHED IN "MAINE RUNNING" MAGAZINE
raOfMIFIA
YOUR RUNNING 
HEADQUARTERS
When performance counts NIKE is the one to depend on. 
NIKE is ready when you are.
THIS MONTH FEATURING THE 
INTERNATIONALIST/VALKYRIE
FOR MEN & WOMEN
* Mesh/Nylon Upper
* Variable Width Lacing 
System
* Vertical Stabilizer Straps
* Ankle Collar
* Extended Heel Counter
* Cobalt Blue/Dark Gold
The INTERNATIONALIST/VALKYRIE. Designed for peak 
performance for the serious runner.
*The INTERNATIONALIST/VALKYRIE is designed for the serious runner who logs over 25 miles per 
week on a variety of running surfaces. The Waffle outsole is made from a highly durable rubber formula 
for superior wear. This makes it an ideal shoe for the extreme heel striker.
*The INTERNATIONALIST/VALKYRIE features an EVA midsole which consists of a highly resilient 
material that provides excellent impact shock protection. Runners with rigid feet or those who require 
well cushioned shoes prefer the Internationalist and Valkyrie because of its thick EVA sponge midsole.
MAINE MALL/South Portland/Mon.-Sat.' 9:30-9:30/Sun. 12-5/773-8131
SPORT
CENTER
VISA
MASTERCARD
NEWINGTON MALL/Newington, NH/Mon. - Sat. 10-9:30/Sun. 12-5/(603)431-4304
A technological advance you’ll actually feel.
It's no secret that technology 
is having a profound impact on the 
way we live. And now, it's about to 
have a profound effect on the way 
we impact the ground.
t --------- 7“i Introducing the
I * / New Balance 770.
AT LAST CHOOSING 
A SOFTER SHOE 
DOESN'T MEAN
YOU RE UNSTABLE.
A Fethalite 
' ber-e^hee' built 
:rte the md^e’ie
rrakes the ? 
rrere stable
Try on a pair 
of 770s, and you wont 
believe how7 soft they 
feel. This softness is 
in large part the result
. of an exclusive midsole/wedge
The New Balance 770 is available in a variety of widths for both men and women. New Balance Inc. Boston, MA 02134
material called Nubalite.
A new EVA compound, Nubalite 
is full of bounce and cushioning. In 
fact, it's the most "forgiving" com-
pound we've ever utilized.
But, wait—the best is yet to come.
Because when you run in a pair 
of 770's, something truly unexpected 
happens: you feel secure. You see, 
unlike any other soft running shoe, 
the 770 is also extremely stable.
FJRM WHERE IT COUNTS.
How did we make a soft shoe 
stable? First, by incorporating an 
exclusive "horseshoe' into the mid-
sole/wedge. Made of compression-
resistant Fethalite, it protects 
against overpronation. To
further enhance the
shoe's rearfoot stability, 
we employed a double- 
extended overlay 
counter.
The 770 also fea-
tures our new Super-
flex outersole witn a 
technological plus- 
carbon rubber wear 
?lugs. Located at 
<ey stress points, they 
nefp to increase sole
unit longevity. And decrease the 
risk of injury7 from rollover.
So if you want to run in a shoe 
that's both soft and stable, get a pair 
of 770's. The running shoe that 
makes you feel comfortable with 
high technology. —
©
Carbon rubfr * 
wear pluur 
increase longe. 
decrease ret<■ . > -
new balance
770
AUBURN MALL 
Paul Hammond 
(207) 786-2507
BANGOR MALL
Skip Howard
(207) 947-6880
METHUEN MALL 
Peter Brigham 
(617)683-5069
